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Abstract 
 
 

LEARNING MODEL FOR CONSTRUCTION OF THE BEST  
DECISION SEQUENCE USING PRIOR KNOWLEDGE  

 
by 
 

Lilit Yenokyan 
 
 
 

Chair: William Grosky  
 
 
 

The task of learning the best decision sequence based on different decision 

alternatives of accomplishing a goal is important in real life and technology. Assume 

a task is presented to a learning system, and steps taken to achieve an outcome are 

documented for all decision makers.  Finding the best decision sequence to achieve 

the best possible outcome based on the prior decision instances is the learning 

objective. The goal of the thesis is to develop a system that is capable of learning 

from previous solution instances applied to the problem and able to construct a better 

solution to the problem using the learned knowledge. Initial approach of the proposed 

methodology examines various decision sequences for the purpose of learning. Next, 

the learning algorithm is developed to find a decision sequence which leads to the 

desired outcome. The approach presented in this thesis uses graph theory, learning 

algorithms and dynamic programming methods.  
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 
 
Machine learning is the ability of a computer to improve its problem solving 

capability based on previous results. The machine learning is a scientific discipline 

which is concerned with the development of theories and algorithms that allow 

computer technologies to learn from data collected from prior solution instances. 

Major focus of machine learning is to recognize complex patterns and make 

intelligent decisions analyzing those patterns. Many disciplines including artificial 

intelligence, data mining, neural networks and decision tree theory are concerned with 

the goal of investigating and finding new methods of machine learning. 

 

The task of this thesis is development of a learning system capable of learning from 

prior solution instances of a problem and able of developing new solution procedures 

when similar problem is introduced to the system. This research considers particular 

type of learning system, where steps taken to solve the problem by various 

experts/decision makers (DM) is documented and stored in the system. Note that DM 

is an abstraction that may represent human, machine or system. Every step toward the 

goal presents an intermediate decision and outcome is a result of a combination of 

decisions. The only information available to the system to evaluate the correctness of 

decisions (actions) is the quality of the outcome. 

 

Sutton and Barto (1998) define reinforcement learning (RL), as the learning what to 

do and how to map situations to actions to maximize a reward. The learner is not told 

which actions to take, as in most forms of machine learning, but instead must discover 

which actions yield the most reward by merely trying them.  
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Our approach is based on fundamentals of reinforcement learning (Barreto and 

Anderson 2008, Whiteson and Stone 2006, Ribeiro 2002, Ghavamzadeh and 

Mahadevan 2007), which is often used for modeling real life applications such as, 

games (Fujita and Ishii 2007, Duan et al. 2007). The approach proposed in this thesis 

assumes that the information about the success or failure of an action sequence in 

problem solving is provided only when the sequence is complete. In contrary, each 

decision in RL problem solving is assigned a “reward” or “punishment” by the system 

depending on the correctness or incorrectness of the decision. Also, in RL process is 

accomplished through agents, while in the proposed approach graph theory is used for 

knowledge representation and inference. The similarity of developed model with RL 

is that both approaches use dynamic programming algorithms to find the best 

solution. 

 

The thesis consists of two major sections. Initial approach builds a learning system to 

document the steps of decision sequences in problem solving and also 

information/data used for decision making. Directed Acyclic Graph1 (DAG) (Stanley 

1973, Bang-Jenson 2008, Czumaj et al. 2007, Pearce and Kelly 2006) is used to 

represent these decision sequences, where the nodes in the graph represent the actions 

taken by the problem solver and directed edges represent the order of the decisions 

(steps). It is assumed that multiple decision sequences are documented in the system 

using DAG, since in case of a single decision sequence documented in DAG no 

learning takes place and “learned” solution of the problem is the input to the system. 

As mentioned earlier typically many decision sequences are documented in the 

system and decisions that are based on the same arguments are mapped to the same 

                                                 
1 In mathematics, a directed acyclic graph DAG, is a directed graph with no directed cycles; such that, 
for any vertex v, there is no nonempty directed path that starts and ends on v. 
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node in DAG. The algorithm presented in the thesis for the optimal DAG construction 

is analyzed in terms of computational time and storage space. 

 

Second part of the thesis is concerned with finding the best solution from the learning 

space of DAG. The notion of “best” solution is based on the problem and the 

application (shortest completion time, shortest distance traveled, least load or cost 

required and so on). Dynamic programming approach (Bellman and Drayfus 1962, 

Bird and Moor 1993, Powell 2007) is proposed to quickly examine various solution 

alternatives documented in DAG and develop as new improved solution for the 

problem. Algorithm is developed to initialize the best solution sequence and it also 

serves as the basis of the recursion used in dynamic programming approach. Finally, 

new algorithm is developed that recursively searches for the best solution using 

dynamic programming approach.  

 

The task of finding the diagnosis of a patient in medicine is presented in detail as 

application for developed approach. In this case entities are medical tests, decision 

makers are the doctors, and goal outcomes are diagnosis. Different doctors might 

come to same conclusions by performing different medical tests. In this case our goal 

is to learn based on diagnosis history of different doctors, and find the best sequence 

of tests, so that a minimum number of test are performed.  

 

The situations that different sequences lead to same goal outcome are common in real 

life. Examples are not limited to medical field. Other application areas include road 

planning, manufacturing, product assembly, and so on. The examples are discussed in 

later section of the thesis after presentation of approach and algorithms. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Literature Review 
 
 
Focus of machine learning research is the construction of system that can 

automatically recognize knowledge patterns and make intelligent decisions based on 

prior accumulated knowledge. Learning process takes place whenever system under 

the consideration changes its structure or accumulates more knowledge (based on its 

inputs or in response to external information). The newly gathered knowledge then is 

used to improve future performance of the system. The improvements might be either 

enhancements to already performing systems or synthesis of new systems (Nilsson 

1996). Machine learning systems are used in many scientific disciplines such as 

robotics, medical science or bioinformatics. They are also of increased interest in real-

life applications such as, building personalized GPS navigation system or creating 

high-performance speech-recognition system. 

 

2.1 Artificial Intelligence  
 
The basic unit of intelligent system is the agent. An agent is a computational 

mechanism that exhibits a high degree of autonomy and performs actions based on 

information (sensors, feedback) it receives from the environment it operates within 

(Panait and Luke 2005). Russell and Norvig (2003) define agent as anything that can 

sense, recognize and understand its environment through sensors and can act in that 

environment through effectors. AI based algorithms use the concept of rational agent 

in problem solving. Rational agent acts rationally and has high probability of making 

right decision at a moment of time. Several learning models (Goldman and 

Rosenschein 1996, Garland Alterman 2004, Haynes et al. 1996, Doniec et al. 2008, 

Montano et al. 2009) use multi-agent environment, where multiple agents actively 
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interact with one another to solve a common problem. To ensure effectiveness of the 

multi-agent environment, it is a constrained that at any given time an agent should not 

know anything about the world that other agents know (including the internal states of 

the other agents themselves).  

 

Multi-agent systems (MAS), emphasizes the joint behaviors of agents that cooperate 

to solve a problem. MAS has two main learning models: cooperative and concurrent 

learning. Cooperative learning uses a team learning approach where all agents serve 

one common goal. In team learning system a single learner is involved, however this 

learner is discovering a set of behaviors for a team of agents, rather than a single 

agent (Haynes et al. 1996, Haynes and Sen 1995(a), (b), 1997). Although system 

involves a single learner it still poses challenges as agents interact with one another 

and the joint behavior can be unexpected. Concurrent learning uses multiple 

concurrent learning processes where each agent has main individual goal. Several 

learning processes attempt to improve parts of the team simultaneously in order to 

solve the proposed problem (Iba 1996, Iba 1998, Miconi 2003). Typically, each agent 

has its own unique learning process that modifies its behavior. In contrast to 

cooperative learning, concurrent learning approaches typically have a learner for each 

team member, assuming that this reduces the joint problem-solving space by 

projecting the problem into N separate spaces.  

 

There are three main learning approaches in agent-based environment: supervised, 

unsupervised, and reinforcement learning. These methods are distinguished by type of 

feedback they provide to the learner. In supervised learning the correct output is 

provided. In unsupervised learning no feedback is provided. In reinforcement learning 
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the agent is rewarded for good responses and punished for bad ones (Russell and 

Norvig 2003). 

 

Supervised learning includes elements of two theories: 1) classification – the ability of 

determining which category instance belongs to and 2) regression – based on set of 

input-output pairs develop function of input and output mapping. Due to complexity 

of interactions between multiple agents supervised learning methods are not easily 

applied to most problems as they assume that system provides agents with the 

“correct” behavior for the situation. The exception involving teaching in the context 

of mutual supervised learners is presented in (Garland and Alterman 2004, Goldman 

and Rosenschein 1996). Unsupervised learning has the ability to find patterns in a 

stream of input. The goal of unsupervised learning is determining how the data is 

organized. Most common forms of unsupervised learning include data clustering, 

Self-Organizing Map and Adaptive Resonance Theory models of neural networks. 

Reinforcement learning (RL) methods are especially useful in cases where 

reinforcement information (in terms of punishments and rewards) is provided after the 

actions take place in the environment (Barto et al. 1990, Kaelbling et al. 1996). RL 

methods are inspired by dynamic programming concepts and define formulas for 

updating the expected utilities and for using them for the exploration of the state 

space. Those methods have theoretical proofs of convergence. Along with the RL 

methods that estimate value functions there are stochastic search methods which 

directly learn behaviors without applying to value functions.  

 

Semi-supervised learning is a type of learning that uses elements of both supervised 

and unsupervised learning models. It is a class of machine learning techniques that 
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uses both labeled (supervised learning) and unlabeled (unsupervised learning) data for 

training. Typically, a small amount of labeled data with a large amount of unlabeled 

data (Abney, S. 2008, Altun et al. 2005, Blum  et al. 1998). Certain number of semi-

supervised learning applications use graph based models (Zhu 2005 (a), (b)). Blum  

and Mitchell (1998) introduced combining labeled and unlabeled data with co-training 

and later introduced algorithms based on finding minimum cuts in graphs to learn 

from both labeled and unlabeled data (Blum and Mitchell 2001). 

 

Recently there has been increased interest in non-centralized approaches to solving 

complex real-world problems. Many of these approaches use distributed systems 

technique where a number of entities cooperate towards achieving a common goal. 

The combination of AI and distributed systems led to distributed problem solving in 

which problem is decomposed and assign many processors or computers. 

 

2.2 Decision Learning Trees 
 
Decisions trees are used for data classification and learning based on attributes of 

data. Every branch in the decision tree represents a choice between a number of 

alternatives, and each leaf node represents a classification or decision. The values of 

the object attributes are propagated through the nodes of the tree to the leaf during 

object classification. Decision trees are used for classification learning. Each leaf in 

decision tree is a class outcome (not necessarily unique, as two distinct routs may lead 

to the same class). Learning stage involves creating new branches from root to the 

leaf with expected classification. After the learning stage is complete, upon arrival of 

new input without class data, it is propagated from root to leaf with most likely 

outcome. Thus larger learning data leads to more accurate classification and 
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unreliable probability estimates from small number of training instances often 

produce high error rates. Current-best-hypothesis approach used traditionally in 

decision tree learning has the disadvantage of using a single hypothesis and relying 

solely on probability for evaluating the generated inductive rules against input data. 

Version space method (Mitchell 1977, 1982), improves current-best hypothesis 

approach by maintaining the set of all consistent hypotheses and eliminating those 

found to be inconsistent with new examples. The approach was used in the expert 

system for chemistry (Buchanan and Mitchell, 1978), and later in LEX system 

(Mitchell 1983) to solve calculus problems. Decision tree algorithms, such as, ID3, 

C4.5 (Quinlan 1993, Murthy 1998), classification trees CN2 (Clark and Boswell 

1989), are widely used in the industry. However they required large computing power 

and storage space and thus are limited to small scale problems. In order to address 

memory consumption issue most recent decision tree algorithms, such as, SLIQ, 

SPRINT (Han and Kamber 2006, Shafer et al. 1996), use presorting techniques  to 

handle dataset that are too large to fit in memory. 

  

2.3 Explanation Based Learning  
 
Explanation Based Learning (EBL) is type of analytic learning that uses deductive 

mechanisms. Its advantage is that learning model of an example is sufficient for 

learning. In EBL one can use examples to directly solve new problems with 

analogical reasoning approach without any prior knowledge. To utilize the example 

the approach requires set of axioms about the domain of interest, goal concept and 

criteria for determining which features in the domain are efficiently recognizable. 

EBL has its bases in the techniques used by the automated STRIPS planner (Fikes et 

al. 1972). STRIPS uses divide and conquer approach to achieve conjunction of goals, 
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i.e., create a plan to achieve a preliminary goal and then create a plan to achieve the 

rest of the goals. Upon construction of a plan, its generalized version is saved in a 

plan library and used to support future planning as a macro-operator. EBL involves 

reformulating the domain theory to produce general rules that classify examples in a 

single inference step (Mitchell 1997). Classifying future examples that are similar to 

the training examples is performed very quickly. Recent analysis had led to a better 

understanding of the potential high costs of EBL in terms of problem-solving speed 

required for applying the learned rules (Minton 1988). 

 

2.4 Relevance Based Learning 
 
Relevance Based Learning (RBL) is a deductive learning approach that generalizes 

the information from prior (background) knowledge and uses hypothesis to create 

new learning examples. RBL information in the form of functional dependencies was 

first developed and is still mainly used in database community, where its main 

application is structuring large sets of attributes into manageable subsets (Russell and 

Norvig 2003). Tadepalli (1993) describes an ingenious algorithm for learning with 

determination that shows improvements in learning speed. 

 

2.5 Inductive Logic Programming 
 
Given the input set of examples represented as logical database of facts and encoding 

known to background knowledge, Inductive Logic programming (ILP) system can 

derive a hypothesized logic program which entails all positive and none of the 

negative examples. It is particularly useful in case of bioinformatics and natural 

language processing. ILP uses logic programming as a uniform representation of 

examples, background knowledge, and hypotheses. First major ILP program was 
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FOIL (Quinlan, 1990), which allowed practical induction of relational rules. Next 

major system introduced was CIGOL by Muggleton and Buntine (1988) that uses 

inverse resolution and capable of generating new predicates.  More recent system 

PROGOL by Muggleton (1995) has been applied to a number of practical problems, 

particularly in biology and natural language processing. Muggleton (2000) describes 

an extension to PROGOL to handle uncertainty in the form of stochastic logic 

paradigms. 

 

2.6 Neural Networks 
 
Neural Networks (NN) were inspired and modeled based on brain neurons. It is a 

mathematical model that tries to simulate the structure aspects of biological neural 

networks. NNs consist of an interconnected group of artificial neurons and processes 

information using a connectionist approach to computation. They have wide range of 

applications, including in digital signal processing, detection of medical phenomena, 

stock market predictions, and so on. 

  

The feed-forward neural network was the first and simplest type of artificial neural 

network devised. In this network, the information moves only in forward direction, 

from the input nodes, through the hidden nodes (if any) and to the output nodes. There 

are no cycles or loops in the network. The elementary type of the feed-forward 

network of only one node is perceptron. The back-propagation technique that is 

capable of adjusting its weights was introduced by Bryson and Ho (1969) but it was 

used after the publications (Werbos 1974, Parker 1985). 
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Contrary to feed-forward networks, Recurrent Neural Networks are models with bi-

directional data flow. While a feed-forward network propagates data linearly from 

input to output, Recurrent Neural Networks also propagate data from later processing 

layers of the network to earlier layers. Hopfield networks (Hopfield 1982) are the 

most used class of recurrent networks. Hopfield network functions as an associative 

memory.  

 

Other popular types of Neural Networks include Support vector machines and 

Boltzman machines (Vapnik 1998, Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000, Scholkopf and 

Smola 2002). Support Vector machines are used in text categorization (Joachims, 

2001), bioinformatics research (Brown et al., 2000), and text recognition (DeCoste 

and Scholkopf  2002).  

 

NNs are statistical learning models, that are particularly useful for predictions and 

learning from continues data where most of discussed logical methods hardly succeed. 

The main drawback of the method is computational complexity and difficulty of 

finding the best cost function. Since our research deals with discreet data, where the 

learning system knows if it succeeded or failed logical programming methods such as 

modeling on graphs are more suitable and time efficient. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Theory and Algorithms 
 

 

3.1 Introduction  
 
In this section theory and algorithms are presented for building learning system based 

on prior solution instances of a problem and developing new solution procedures 

when new problem instance is introduced to the system. The research focuses on 

specific type of learning system, where steps taken to solve the problem by various 

Decision Makers (DMs) are documented and stored in the system. DM is an 

abstraction that may present human, machine or system. Every step toward the goal 

presents a decision. This section focuses on concept and algorithms for creation of 

learning system and finding the best solution for the given instance. 

 

First part of the section introduces the notations and algorithm used for construction 

of the knowledge base using the information extracted from decision sequences. The 

algorithm records decision sequences made by DMs. It examines the data and stores it 

in special type of Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) (Stanley 1973, Bang-Jenson 2008, 

Czumaj et al. 2007, Pearce and Kelly 2006) with two distinct types of nodes (referred 

as Hypertree further in the thesis). The nodes in the Hypertree are used to present the 

decisions of the DMs and directed edges are used to present the decision sequences. 

The goal of knowledge construction algorithm is the construction of Hypertree that 

optimally stores the information from decision sequences, is easy to traverse and 

simple to enhance with the new decision sequences. 
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Second part of the chapter is devoted to finding the best solution from the knowledge 

base. Finding best solution means constructing a sequence in the Hypertree, which 

combines decisions made by the DMs that most efficiently leads to an outcome. 

Dynamic programming (Bellman and Drayfus 1962, Bird and Moor 1993, Powell 

2007) approach is proposed to quickly examine various solution alternatives from the 

Hypertree and create a new improved solution.  The construction of Best Decision 

Sequences (BDS) for list of outcomes (Algorithm 2) is used to build the best decision 

sequence for all the desired outcomes (Algorithm 3). The notion of “best” depends on 

the specific application, e.g. shortest time processed, shortest distance traveled, least 

load required, least cost required, least number of tests required, and so on.  

 

3.2 Generating the Decision Knowledge Base 
 
The goal of the knowledge base generation algorithm is to construct knowledge 

representation structure for decision sequences that lead to outcomes. The inputs of 

the algorithm are the sequences of decisions made by DMs. Each decision has set of 

attributes - parameters that describe the quality of the decision, such as cost, time and 

so on. The choices of the attributes may be large and mostly depends on the 

application area of interest. 

 

Hypertree is a special hierarchical directed acyclic graph (DAG) which has two types 

of nodes, such as, nodeSets and regular nodes (see figure 1). NodeSet is a special 

node that contains list of references to set of regular nodes. Regular nodes are divided 

into following three categories: (1) basic entities (i.e., nodes with no incoming edges) 

represent initial decisions in decision sequences, (2) final entities (i.e., nodes with no 

outgoing edges) represent the final decisions in decision sequences and (3) 
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intermediate entities (i.e., nodes in the Hypertree with both outgoing and incoming 

edges) represent decisions leading from initial decisions to the final decisions. 

 

 

Figure 1: Hypertree Node Types 

 

It is possible that various sequences produce same outcome with different attribute 

values. To capture the information on all decisions and attribute values that result to 

the outcome, the notion of nodeSet is introduced. 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of two nodeSets resulting to outcome A 

 

For example, in Figure 2, decision that results from merging nodes i1 and i2 is the 

outcome A, and so is the decision for merging i3 and i4. Therefore decision entity A 

can be obtained through two different decision sequences, through nodeSets A1 or A2. 

According to Figure 2, A1 has references to nodes i1 and i2 and attribute value x, and 

A2 has references to nodes i3 and i4 and attribute value y. The general structure of 
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nodeSet is such that it has references to list of nodes and attributes. All the 

intermediate and final entities in the Hypertree have one or more nodeSets. Notations 

of nodeSets from example in Figure 2 are presented as }{
},{1 21

x
iiAA =  and }{

},{2 43

y
iiAA = . 

Every node in Hypertree can also be presented by its nodeSets i.e. A={A1, A2}, where 

A is intermediate or final entity.  

 

Introduction of the concept of nodeSet allows to present knowledge base construction 

algorithm. Notations and the algorithm are presented next. 

 

Notations: 

}{}..{, 1
aDN

eeA n
- Decision made by DM N, where A is resulting decision, {e1, …, en} are 

the decision at the input that produce A, {a} is the attribute value of the 

decision. 

}]{,...},{},{[ }..{,}..{,}..{, 1
mDbDaDDS N

eeM
N

eeB
N

eeA
N

hgncn
=  - Decision sequence of decision 

maker N. 

}{
}...{ 1

a
ee n

A - NodeSet in the Hypertree, where A is resulting intermediate or final entity, 

{e1, …, en} are the basic or intermediate entities at the input that produce 

A, {a} is the attribute value of the nodeSet. 

 

Algorithm 1 – Knowledge Base Construction Algorithm 

Input: Set of decision sequences [ ]SDSDSDSDS ,...,, 21=  

Output: Hypertree of knowledge base H_tree 

Step 1: Initialize H_tree=Ø 
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Step 2: For each decision sequence DSm where m = 1, 2,...,S 

  For each decision }{}..{, 1
aDm

eeA n
 in decision sequence DSm do: 

  Goto Step 3 

 Endfor 

Endfor  

Return H_Tree 

Step 3: For each entity ei in {e1, …, en} do: 

If  ei is not in H_Tree then add new node ei to H_tree 

 Endfor 

If  A is not in H_Tree then add new node A to H_tree 

Add new node set }{
}{ ,...,1

s

n

a
eeA to H_tree, with references to resulting node {A} and  

          entity nodes {e1, …, en} and attribute value {a}. 

 

At the first step of the algorithm Hypertree H_tree is created and initialized as empty. 

Second step performs the traversal of all decision sequences, and for every decision in 

each decision sequence adds source and resulting decisions to H_tree as entities, if 

they were not already in H_Tree (step 3). In step 3, new nodeSet is created for every 

decision and added to the Hypertree. Once all the decision sequences are traversed 

and nodes added to H_tree, algorithm returns the constructed knowledge base in form 

of the Hypertree.  
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Figure 3: Knowledge base represented as Hypertree 

Figure 3 presents the construction of Hypertree according to the algorithm 1 for two 

decision sequences shown in figure 3 with blue and green colors. After the Hypertree 

is initialized in Step 1, the algorithm traverses decision sequences and adds all the 

nodes and nodeSets resulting from the decision sequences to decision tree. It takes the 

first decision of the blue sequence }1{1
},{, 21 iiAD , and adds a nodeSet }3{

},{1 21 iiAA = , basic 

entities i1, i2 and intermediate entity A to the Hypertree. For the second 

decision }3{1
},,{, 43 iiABD , algorithm adds the nodeSet }3{

},,{1 43 iiABB = to the Hypertree, along 

with basic entities i3, i4 and intermediate entity B, since intermediate entity A is 

already in the Hypertree. For third and final decision }2{1
},{,1 7iBSolutionD  the same 

scenario is repeated and nodeSet }2{
},{1 7

1 iBSolutionS = added to Hypertree with the final 

entity Solution1 and basic entity i7. Once traversal of blue sequence is complete, new 

nodeSets }2{
},{2 51 iiBB = , }1{

},{1 6iBCC = and }4{
},{1 7

2 iBSolutionS =  and corresponding entity 

nodes from the green sequence are added to the Hypertree. Note that after 

construction of decision Hypertree, node B is the only node that has two nodeSets 

B={B1, B2}, as it is an intermediate node on both blue and green sequences. Once all 
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the decision sequences are traversed and all the nodes added to the Hypertree, 

knowledge base in form of the Hypertree is outputted from the algorithm. 

 

3.3 Finding Best Decision Sequence from Knowledge Base 
 
Once the knowledge base is constructed in form of Hypertree the goal is to find the 

best decision sequence with the best outcome from the knowledge base. Algorithms 

for constructing the best solution sequences are discussed in this section.  Dynamic 

programming approach is used for examination of various solution alternatives from 

the Hypertree and construction of a new improved solution.  The specific structure of 

the Hypertree allows building a recurrent expression (presented next), which is true 

for each node of the Hypertree. 

)}{((min)(
0

,..,1
∑

<<=
+=

mj
jii

Nns
ensBDSaABDS

i

   [1], 

where: BDS is Best Decision Sequence,  

N is the number of nodeSets for the entity node A, 

NodeSet nsi is the i-th nodeSet of node A, ai is the attribute value of nodeSet 

nsi ,  

{ej} is the j-th entity node in nodeSet nsi resulting to A, and  

m is the number of decisions sequences that result to A by nodeSet nsi. 

 

According to [1], the attribute value of the final entity is the sum of the attributes of 

the nodeSets in decision sequence that lead to that final entity. Therefore, it is 

important to know the nodeSet for every node that minimizes total sum of attributes 

for the node. Dynamic programming approach is used to avoid large number of 

recursive calls. It allows storing the values for each node that is already calculated and 

using that value for further recursive calls. In order to construct the best decision 
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sequence for the final node, the nodeSet index that results to a most favorable 

attribute value for each node in the sequence to the final node is stored in the system. 

Next, algorithms are presented for constructing BDS from the knowledge base 

represented as Hypertree using [1].  

 

It is possible for a Hypertree to include multiple final entities of learning system. For 

example, decision sequences in figure 3. In general, the goal is to find the Best 

Decision Sequence for each final entity. Algorithm 2 is used to calculate the BDS for 

every final entity on its input. It initializes and executes Algorithm 3 for each final 

entity. Algorithm 3 computes BDS using [1], for each entity node of the Hypertree. 

The implementation of the recurrent expression in [1] uses dynamic programming 

(Algorithm 3) in order to store the values if entities (branches) in the Hypertree are 

already calculated. 

 

Algorithm 2 – Construction of Best Decision Sequences for List of Outcomes  

Input:  Set of decisions to examine:  

]...,,,[_ },{}...{2}...{1 1 hkjin nsnsmnsnsnsns OOOsetOut =  

Output: Best solution sequence for each final outcome in Out_set 

Step 1: Initialize array of solution paths  

Des_array[1,..,m] = Ø  

Step 2: Calculate BDS for all the solution sequences 

For each outcome sequence }...{ jk nsnsnO where n = 1, 2,...,m 

 Calculate and store Des_array[n]=BDS( }...{ jk nsnsnO ) 

 End For 

Step 3: Return Des_array[1,..,m] 
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Algorithm 3 – Best Decision Sequence 

Input: Node A 

Output: Best Decision Sequence 

Step 1:  If  BDS(A) has already been calculated then return BDS(A)  

Step 2:  Initialize: 

 current_value = 0 

 branch_value = 0  

Step 3: for each NodeSet }{
}{ ...1

a
ee n

A of node A do 

  Set branch_value = {a} + ∑
= ni

ieBDS
,..,1

)(  

  If  branch_value < current_value then 

   Set current_value = branch_value 

  Endif 

  Record index k, from {ek} which minimized current_value 

 Endfor 

Step 4: Return BDS(A) 

 

The application results of the algorithms 2 and 3 for Hypertree in figure 3 are 

presented in figure 4. Bold edges in Figure 4 are used to illustrate the Best Decision 

Sequences for the final decisions Solution1 and Solution 2. Algorithm 2 is used to 

initialize and execute Algorithm 3 for decisions Solution 1 and Solution 2. Here the 

attribute value for Solution 1 is the sum of all the attributes of all the nodeSets that are 

included in the Best Decision Sequence shown on figure 4a. In this example the sum 

of all the attributes for Solution 1 is equal to four. The result of algorithm 3 execution 

for Solution 2 is shown in figure 4b, the sum of all attributes on BDS path is 7. The 

BDS chosen for Solution 2 corresponds to the decision sequence 2 (green sequence), 
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while BDS for Solution 1 combines elements from both decision sequences (green 

and blue). 

 

 
Figure 4: BDS execution for final entities Solution 1(a) and Solution 2(b) 

 

Next BDS calculations (Algorithm 3) using [1] are presented for each final entity of 

the illustrative example shown in figure 5. Figure 5 is the extension of example shown 

in figure 3, with new decision sequence with only one decision resulting to Solution 3.  

 

C

i1 i4i3i2 i5

A

B

Solution 1

i6 i7

Solution 2

A1(1)

B1(3) B2(2)

C1(1)

P1(4)S1(2)

Solution 3

K1(14)

 

Figure 5: Hypertree in figure 3 enhanced with additional decision sequence 
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BDS calculation for the above examples is as follows: 

14}min{}min{)3( 1761 ==++= kK aiiaSolutionBDS  

 

Since the basic entities do not have NodeSets and attributes, the values of i6 and i7 are 

0, and the BDS for Solution 3 equals to the value of attribute of its only nodeSet. 

Therefore: 
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BDS for Solution 1 is computed by comparing the attribute value of two decision 

sequences (i.e., blue and green sequences in Figure 5) and selecting the sequence with 

the most favorable attribute value. Minimum attribute value is 4, which improves its 

initial attribute value of 6. The BDS calculation for Solution 2 is presented next: 
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BDS calculation for Solution 2 again compares the value of two decision sequences 

(i.e., blue and green sequences in Figure 5) and selecting the sequence with the most 

favorable attribute value. Here the initial attribute value was 7 is not by BDS 

calculation.  
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Chapter 4 

 
Applications and Examples  

 

4.1 Introduction 
 
Learning systems have application areas in many disciplines of science and 

technology. The system proposed in this thesis builds a knowledge base that captures 

all the decision sequences for various decision makers (DMs) that produce various 

outcomes. The objective of the system is to learn from prior decision sequences, and 

produce a sequence that has most favorable value for the specified outcome. Note that 

best decision sequence is either one of the sequences presented by the decision 

makers or a new sequence derived from multiple decision sequences. The learning 

model proposed in this thesis is suitable for problems where solutions are achieved by 

decision sequences presented by experts, and goal of the model is to improve quality 

of the sub problem or the entire problem. 

 

One application area may be establishing patient diagnosis from healthcare. The goal 

here is to identify the best sequence of tests for developing accurate diagnosis of 

patients with certain symptoms. Various sequences of tests prescribed by doctors for 

patients with similar symptoms and their final diagnoses are captured in the 

knowledge base. The goal of learning system is to accumulate knowledge from those 

sequences and produce a sequence of decisions (tests) for establishing diagnoses for a 

patient. The sequence is build based on specified criteria, such as cost, accuracy, lead 

time to diagnose. 
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Another application area discussed in this section is product assembly. In product 

assembly application various feasible assembly (decision) sequences are captured in a 

knowledge base. The goal of the learning system is to learn from those product 

assembly sequences and produce a sequence that is optimal with respect to some 

specific criteria (i.e., assembly time, cost, number of setups, and so on).  

 

Assisting drivers finding best driving directions between the origin and destination is 

another possible application area for developed approach. Here various driving routes 

between the origin and destination are stored in the knowledge base. Goal of the 

algorithm is to examine those routes and produce a new path that is optimal with 

respect to specific criteria, such as time, distance traveled, and so on.  

 

Examples presented in this section include demonstration of the developed approach 

for healthcare and product assembly applications.  

 

4.2 Medical application 
 
An application proven from healthcare, such as establishing patient diagnosis using 

prior similar patient diagnostic instances is discussed in more detain next. In this 

application example, initial entities in the knowledge base model are medical tests, 

intermediate entities are the decisions of doctors based on those tests, and final 

entities are final diagnoses. Study involves medical history of group of patients with 

the similar initial symptoms and complains.  

 

The goal of the system is to learn from prior diagnostic history of patients, and be able 

to develop a diagnostic plan for a new patient with similar or overlapping symptoms. 
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This plan will include set of intermediate decisions (tests) with the objective of 

establishing final accurate diagnosis. Also the goal of the system is to develop a plan 

which has favorable value with respect to some attribute, e.g. cost, time to diagnose, 

least number of tests, and so on. Assuming that the level of proficiency is same for all 

the doctors, they all will come to the same conclusion after some point for patients 

with similar history and complains.   

 

To illustrate the application of the developed approach, consider the diagnostic history 

of patients with similar symptoms. The history of symptoms and diagnoses are 

documented for the patients and later the patients are divided by a medical 

professional to groups of people who had similar symptoms. This grouping criteria 

helps to find which the most probable diagnoses are for a new patient just added to the 

group, also helps doctor to establish the optimal set of tests that should be prescribed 

for examining the patient for any of the probable diagnoses in the group. During the 

examination of a patient from a group, every test prescribed by the doctor is recorded, 

doctor also supplies the system all the possible conclusions or intermediate decisions 

he/she makes based on results of each test. 

 

Knowledge capture algorithm documents not only sequences of tests but also 

attributes of the tests, such as cost and test lead time. To form a single decision 

sequence, the system records every test (initial entities), intermediate results and 

decisions (intermediate entities) and final diagnosis (final entity) for each patient. The 

knowledge base grows once more records are captured in the learning system. It is 

important to note that the intermediate outcomes and final diagnoses can be reached 

by performing various combinations of tests. After a number of patients with same set 
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of symptoms are examined, and sufficient knowledge base is formed. The BDS 

algorithm is then used to find a most favorable set of tests for establishing the 

diagnosis using a specified attribute. 

 

The general example of the application scenario is presented further. Every colored 

line on figure 6 presents the series of tests performed during the examination of a 

patient. {t1, t2, ..., tn} represents the set of tests prescribed by doctors in order to 

diagnose a patient from specific group, those tests present the initial entities in the 

knowledge base. The intermediate decisions and tests ordered by doctors are noted as 

{ ID1, ID2, ...}. Finally the diagnoses or outcomes of the algorithm are noted as 

{ Diagnose 1, Diagnose 2, ..., Diagnose m}. The value of performing some tests after 

having done set of tests is shown as attribute of the nodeSet of joining those tests. The 

attribute value can be measured in terms of cost or lead time for scheduling and 

performing tests. 

   

 

Figure 6: Illustration of Medical application 
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Figure 6 is the result of running knowledge base construction algorithm on all 

decision sequences available to the systems. It constructs the knowledge base from 

the decisions sequences of diagnoses of various patients. Since in medical application 

the intervention of medical professional is crucial, the learning system is used as 

advisory to make decisions and can not substitute human role. 

 

Construction of BDSs for list of outcomes (Algorithm 2) finds the minimum value 

and best sequence for final entities given at its input. In medical application example 

for a patient the Algorithm 2 is executed for all the potential diagnoses that doctor 

finds likely from the set of diagnoses that were proven for patients with similar 

symptoms. For illustration proposes suppose that for a certain patient the medical 

professional found that Diagnosis 1 and Diagnosis 2 from figure 6 are the most likely. 

Algorithm 2 is used to create the Best Decision Sequence for Diagnosis 1 and 

Diagnosis 2. Resulting BDSs shown on figure 7. 

 

For Diagnosis 1, there are two possible decision sequences in the knowledge base to 

establish correct diagnosis for a patient, denoted by red and blue branches in figure 6. 

Since those sequences do not have any common intermediate decisions, using BDS 

algorithm the sequence that has the most favorable value for a specified outcome is 

returned. Attribute value of a decision sequence represented by the red branch is 15, 

and it is constructed in a single step, hence finding the best construction sequence for 

blue path presents more challenge. The initial attribute value of blue branch is 

(1+3+9=13) however the intermediate entity ID1 is used during construction of both 

blue and green sequences. Therefore the best decomposition of ID1 should be chosen 

between sequences corresponding to blue and green branches, even though green 
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branch leads to different diagnose then Diagnosis 1. Attribute value of a decision 

sequence represented by the green branch (2) is smaller then that of the decision 

sequence represented by the blue branch (4) for ID1 decomposition, thus it is chosen 

by BDS algorithm, resulting to figure 7a for Diagnosis 1. Since there is only one 

sequence that results to Diagnosis 2, only the attribute value of intermediate results of 

sequence construction can be optimized. The only intermediate result for the green 

branch that is common with other sequences is ID2 which was decomposed already. 

The BDS for Diagnosis 2 is the green decision sequence, as it results to the smallest 

total of all test values (15), presented in figure 7b. 

 

 

 Figure 7: BDS constructed for Diagnose 1 (a) Diagnose 2 (b).  

Comparisons of attribute values (i.e. costs) for establishing Diagnosis 1 is 11 to initial 

costs 15 (red decision sequence) and 13 (blue decision sequence). Therefore this is an 

improvement of 15% percent of the initial cost. The attribute value for establishing 

Diagnosis 2 is the same as it was initially 15.  

 

When the BDS path is constructed for a Diagnosis, the tests should be done as 

indicated in the sequence of BDS. At any step if a test results do not satisfy the 
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condition and diagnose k should not be considered any longer, sequence for 

performing the tests stops, as negative decision about diagnosis k has been reached.  

 

If during patient inspection doctor decides to examine a diagnosis that is not yet in the 

knowledge base (i.e. for the knowledge base with final decisions Diagnosis 1 and 

Diagnosis 2 on figure 6 an new final decision Diagnosis 3 is introduced) the system 

can not construct a BDS to reach the new diagnosis since there is not enough 

information how the diagnosis was reached. Instead, the learning system records new 

diagnosis and the tests prescribed by the doctor in the knowledge base, in order to 

assist the doctor for examining the Diagnosis 3 in the future. 

 

4.3 Product Assembly Application 
 

In this example finding optimal product assembly sequence is considered. Assembly 

of any size from furniture to aircrafts is among possible applications of developed 

concept.  

 

The focus of this chapter is illustrating the optimization algorithm on a relatively 

simple example of manual assembly of the desk. Given all the necessary mechanical 

parts of the desk, a number of professionals are assigned to independently assemble it. 

The professionals perform the assembly in various orders requiring various amounts 

of time. The assumption is that each professional has same level of competency and 

that the time required performing a certain task is the same for all of them. The time 

of each action performed is available, i.e. system is tracking the time it takes the 

professional to perform each step of assembly. Having several assembly sequences, 

the goal is to construct the best sequence with minimum total duration. 
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Figure 8a is the 3D render of the of desk object considered in this example. Desk has 

total of 12 components and two major subassemblies, namely the base (figure 8b) and 

the drawer (figure 8c). Components in figure 8 are numbered (A, B, C ...). To 

complete the assembly the drawer should be attached to the base through parts H and 

M, and parts F and N. However, it is clear that not any sequence of attachments of 

parts may result to the correct desk assembly (details in appendix B).  

 

b) 

 

 

 
 

a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) 
 

 

 

Figure 8: Desk example – (a) 3D rendering of assembled desk view  
(b) Components of the base part of the desk (c) Components of the drawer 

 

Knowledge capture algorithm is used to store all the existing sequences of the desk 

assembly. Operation in the context of this discussion implies assembling several parts 

of the desk together. Since it is assumed that only one individual performs the 

assembly, therefore only two parts can be assembled together at any given time. Basic 
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entities in the knowledge base are the parts of the final product. Intermediate entities 

are subassemblies obtained by sequence of operations, and the final entity is the 

assembled desk. The specific feature of assembly application is that there is only one 

final outcome – the assembled desk, and all the parts of the desk (basic entities) must 

be assembled together to produce the final desk. The time required to assemble 

several parts together is the attribute of the operation. After having sufficient 

knowledge base, i.e., having examined several of assembly sequences, BDS algorithm 

is used to construct the best assembly sequence to complete assembly in the shortest 

time.  

 

Three assembly sequences of desk assembly example are shown in Table 1: 

a)   RED LINE  b)   GREEN LINE  c)   BLUE LINE  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) A, B ����AB (2) 
2) C, AB ���� ABC (2) 
3) D, ABC ���� ABCD (4) 
4) K, F ���� KF (3) 
5) G, KF ���� KFG (6)  
6) H, GKF ���� KFGH (6) 
7) L, E ���� EL (5) 
8) EL, KFGH ���� Drawer (5) 
9) M, ABCD ����ABCDM (7) 
10) N, ABCDM ���� Table (7) 
 

11) Table, Drawer  ���� 

                      Desk (6) 

 1) A, M ���� AM (2) 
2) C, N ���� CN (2) 
3) AM, B ���� ABM (2) 
4) CN, ABM ���� ABCNM (2) 
5) D, ABCNM ���� Table (5)  
6) F, K ���� KF (3) 
7) H, FK ���� KFH (3) 
8) G, KFH ���� KFGH (5)  
9) E, KFGH ����  Drawer_no_handle (2)  
10) Drawer_no_handle, Table ���� 
                     Desk_no_handle (6) 
11) L, Desk_no_handle  ���� Desk (14) 

 1) A, M ���� AM (2) 
2) C, N ���� CN (2) 
3) D, AM ���� ADM (2)  
4) ADM, CN ���� ACDNM (3)  
5) B, ACDNM ���� Table (1)  
6) F, K ���� KF (3) 
7) G, KF ���� KFG (6) 
8) H, KFG ���� KFGH (6) 
9) L, E ���� EL (5) 
10) Table, KFGH ����  
                     Desk_no_front (4) 
11) Desk_no_front, EL ����  

                     Desk (11) 

Total: 53 minutes Total: 47 minutes Total: 45 minutes 

Table 1: Decision sequences of desk assembly 

 

Each row of each decision sequences on table 1 is an operation. The first operation of 

sequence (table 1a) A, B �AB (2) indicates that elementary parts A and B are 

assembled together producing subassembly AB with processing time of 2 minutes. 

The second operation C, AB � ABC (2) indicates that elementary part C is joined 

with subassembly AB producing subassembly ABC in two minutes. Introduced syntax 

assumes that only parts and subassemblies can occur at the left of "�" sign, and only 
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subassemblies and final product assembly notation can occur at right from the sign. 

The subassembly at the right of the expression can be given arbitrary name, such as at 

step 8 of the red sequence EL, KFGH � Drawer (5). Decision sequence marked by 

red color completes when two subassemblies Drawer and Table are assembled 

together producing Desk in 6 minutes, i.e. Drawer, Table � Desk (6).  

 

Decision sequence from table 1(a) completes the execution in total duration of 53 

minutes, decision sequence from table 1(b) requires total of 47 minutes and decision 

sequence 1(c) requires total of 45 minutes. The goal is constructing a decision 

sequence that has the least total duration based on the three decision sequences. The 

duration of best decision sequence should be less or equal the minimum duration of 

all three decision sequences. In case that there were no common subassemblies 

between the decision sequences the solution would be the decision sequence that takes 

the minimum time, in this case blue sequence 1(c). But there are common 

subassemblies such Table (ABCDNM) resulting from operation 10 of decision 

sequence 1(a), operation 5 of decision sequences 1(b) and 1(c), they all construct the 

base part of the desk without the drawer.  

 

The sequence of red decision sequence (table 1a) is shown on figure 9. The numbers 

at the right indicate the “level” of assembly that is the number of elementary parts 

assembled together to form that subassembly. For the elementary parts the level is 1 

and for the assembled desk the level is 12. 
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Figure 9: Assembly of decision sequence 1(a) 

 
Graph illustration of the green decision sequence (table 1b) is shown in figure 10, and 

graph illustration of blue sequence (table 1c) in figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 10: Assembly of decision sequence 1(b) 
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Figure 11: Assembly of decision sequence 1(c) 

The result of knowledge base construction algorithm for decision sequences from 

table 1 is displayed in figure 12. Decision sequences 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) are marked in 

red, green and blue colors respectively.  
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Figure 12: Knowledge base for desk assembly 

 

In the knowledge base several nodes have multiple NodeSets, such as final entity 

"Desk" as it is the result for final decision in each of decision sequences. In figure 12 

the edges are marked with multiple colors when several decision sequences construct 

same node using the same operation. Once the knowledge base is constructed the 

BDS algorithm is executed to construct best decision sequence, one that takes least 

amount of time to assemble the desk. The resulting sequence is presented in  

figure 13. 
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Figure 13: BDS for Desk assembly 

 

Bold edges in figure 13 correspond to operations in the optimal assembly (BDS). The 

operations from all three existing decision sequences in table 1 are used to form the 

best assembly sequence of the desk. Total amount of time required for assembling the 

desk based on existing knowledge is 37 minutes which is 17% improvement from the 

previous shortest assembly sequence from table 1(c) of 45 minutes. The final 

assembly sequence is presented in table 2: 
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blue 
blue  
blue 
blue  
blue 
green  
green  
green 
red  
red  
red  

1) A, M ���� AM (2) 
2) C, N ���� CN (2) 
3) D, AM ���� ADM (2)  
4) ADM, CN ���� ACDNM (3)  
5) B, ACDNM ���� Table (1)  
6) F, K ���� KF (3) 
7) H, FK ���� KFH (3) 
8) G, KFH ���� KFGH (5)  
9) L, E ���� EL (5) 
10) EL, KFGH ���� Drawer (5) 

11) Table, Drawer  ���� desk (6) 

Total: 37 minutes 

Table 2: Best decision sequence for desk assembly 

 

The assembly application was illustrated for example of desk assembly. Larger size 

assembly projects, such as houses or airplanes are among possible applications for 

system developed in this thesis.  
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Chapter 5 

 
Conclusion 

 

The task of learning the best decision sequence based on different decision 

alternatives of accomplishing a goal was discussed in this thesis. Development of a 

system that is capable to learn finding the best solution from previous solution 

instances applied to the problem was the goal of the thesis. First an approach was 

proposed to examine various decision sequences for the purpose of learning and 

create a knowledge base based on those sequences. Then algorithms were developed 

to find a decision sequences which lead to the desired outcomes. Finally the 

illustration of the developed approach was discussed in detail for two real life 

examples from healthcare and product assembly. Application areas for developed 

concept are numerous, medical tests and desk assembly were two possible examples, 

chosen for relative straightforward nature. The developed approach in this thesis 

combined elements of graph theory, learning algorithms and dynamic programming 

methods.  
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Appendix A 
 

Graph of the rules 
 
 

As part of implementation of the algorithms a software tool was developed for the 

specific example of the product assembly. Given the sketch of the assembly, the 

software generates the “graph of rules” of all the parts that should be joined together. 

In the graph of rules two vertexes have a common edge if the two parts are supposed 

to be attached together. 

 

a) b) 

 

Figure 14: Graph generation (a) Sketch of the mechanical object. 
(b) Graph of the rules. 

 

Simple example rule graph generation is shown in figure 14, based on the input of the 

sketch of mechanical object consisting of four parts (up, down, left and right) (figure 

14a) the graph of the rules is generated (figure 14b). If the parts on the sketch are 

adjacent, that means those parts should be joined together, represented by common 

edge in the graph of the rules. The information from graph of the rules is used later in 

the execution of the algorithms, to restrict illegal attempts of joining parts together 

that do not supposed to be joined, e.g. parts left and right from figure 14. 
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Appendix B 
 

Deadlock elimination 
 

In assembly examples containing large number of parts in case of some incorrect 

assembly sequences situations leading to dead ends (called deadlocks further) are 

possible. These situations occur in case several parts are attached together correctly, 

which however makes impossible to attach required parts further, a example of 

concept is shown on figure15. 

 

    

Figure 15: Example of double deadlock 

An example of geometric limitations in three-dimensional presentation of objects is 

illustrated in figure 15. Assume that there are geometric limitations similar to figure 

15. The parts C, D, F and G are attached together at first it makes impossible to attach 

part E without detaching the initially attached parts first. Moreover, if the first action 

was attachment of parts A and B, it will make unfeasible to attach to the already 

constructed part any of the parts C, D, F, G or E. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 16: Deadlock based on geometric limitations. 
(a) Occurrence of deadlock (b) Merged deadlock 
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The assembly decision sequence can start from attaching any two parts, and continue 

which might lead to the deadlock situation. The strategy of handling the deadlock 

occurrences is first finding the innermost part that cause deadlock and requiring that it 

needs to be attached to other parts first. Then same action needs to be repeated for all 

the inner parts causing deadlock, until the situation is resolved. These results to 

making the rules graph “partially directed” graphs, where directed edges show the 

required order of precedence of attachments to avoid deadlocks. Therefore the rules 

graph generated based on sketch on figure 15, will be figure 17 (b), not 17 (a). 

   

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 17: Rules graph generated based on figure 15. (a) Rules graph with undirected 
edges (b) Rules graph with combined directed and undirected edges 

 

In figure 17 a there are no directed edge which means any order of attachment is 

possible. To avoid occurrence of deadlocks partially directed graph on figure 17b is 

constructed. Directed edges in figure 17b present the order of precedence of actions to 

avoid deadlocks. This means that if there is an incoming directed edge for a vertex, 

the part corresponding to the source node of directed edge should be attached to its 

destination, before the destination node is attached to any other node. E.g. part G 

cannot be attached to any other part, unless part E is attached to it. Parts A and B can 

be attached together only if they are attached to all the other parts. Thus attachment of 

A and B should be the last action. 
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In the main example of desk assembly there is a possibility of deadlock occurrence. 

Recall figure 8c – assembly of the drawer. In case the sides of the drawer are attached 

together, it is impossible to attach the drawer bottom. That is if parts H, G, F and E 

are attached there is no way to attach K, without first disassembling the rest of drawer. 

 

 

Figure 18: Screenshot of the desk assembly rules generation 

At the central part of the program execution screenshot on figure 18 the schema 

(sketch) of desk assembly is shown based on its parts form figure 8. At the right the 

generated rules graph is shown. The names of the vertexes correspond to the names of 

the parts of the graph. Vertexes have common edge if the parts have to be attached 

together (N and M parts are the rails that attach drawer to the desk). The rules graph 

has undirected edges where the order of joining parts is not important. Therefore 

graph has undirected edges everywhere except the deadlock occurrence case for 
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bottom of the drawer. Only the vertexes corresponding to sides of the drawer have 

incoming edges, which mean that those need to be attached to the bottom of drawer 

before attaching them to any other parts. 

 

The operations in decision sequences are examined against graph rules. The rules 

graph ensures that the decision sequences do not violate the physical constraints of the 

assembly sequence.  In there is a deadlock violation error is displayed that is should 

be removed. Note that the rules graph is specific for assembly.  
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Appendix C 
 

Source code 
 
 
Algorithmic classes 
 
   
Class HyperNode – HyperNode.cs 
 
class  HyperNode 
    { 
        private  string  name; 
        private  List <string > content; 
        private  List <NodePair > nodes; 
        private  int  minWeight; 
        private  NodePair  minPair; 
 
        public  HyperNode( string  n, List <string > content) 
        { 
            this .name = n; 
            this .content = content; 
            this .nodes = new List <NodePair >(); 
            this .minWeight = 0; 
            this .minPair = null ; 
        } 
        // Empty Constructor 
        public  HyperNode() 
        { 
            this .name = "" ; 
            this .content = new List <string >(); 
            this .nodes = new List <NodePair >(); 
            this .minWeight = 0; 
            this .minPair = null ; 
        } 
         
        public  HyperNode( string  n, List <string > content, List <NodePair > nodes) 
        { 
            this .name = n; 
            this .content = content; 
            this .nodes = nodes; 
            this .minWeight = 0; 
            this .minPair = null ; 
        } 
 
        //copy constructor 
        public  HyperNode( HyperNode  hypN) 
        { 
            this .name = hypN.name; 
            this .content = hypN.content; 
            this .nodes = hypN.nodes; 
            this .minWeight = hypN.minWeight; 
            this .minPair = null ; 
        } 
 
 
        //Tree node to HyperNode constructor 
        public  HyperNode( BinaryTreeNode  binN) 
        { 
            this .name = binN.getName(); 
            this .content = binN.getContent(); 
            this .nodes = new List <NodePair >(); 
            this .minWeight = binN.getWeight(); 
            this .minPair = null ; 
        } 
 
        public  string  getRootName() 
        { 
            return  this .name; 
        } 
 
        //Algorithm performs the comparision in O(n^2) time  
        public  bool  checkNodesIdentical( HyperNode  hypN) 
        {  
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            if ( this .content.Count != hypN.content.Count) 
            { 
                return  false ; 
            } 
            foreach  ( string  tmp in  this .content) 
            { 
                if  (!hypN.content.Contains(tmp)) 
                { 
                    return  false ; 
                } 
            } 
            return  true ; 
        } 
 
        //Algorithm performs the comparision in O(n^2) time  
        public  bool  checkNodesIdentical( BinaryTreeNode  binN) 
        { 
            if  ( this .content.Count != binN.getContent().Count) 
            { 
                return  false ; 
            } 
            foreach  ( string  tmp in  this .content) 
            { 
                if  (!binN.getContent().Contains(tmp)) 
                { 
                    return  false ; 
                } 
            } 
            return  true ; 
        } 
 
    
        public  void  buildHyperTree( List <BinaryTreeNode > binTrees) 
        { 
            //assign the root name 
            this .name = binTrees[0].getName(); 
            this .content = binTrees[0].getContent(); 
 
            //TraverseAndCopyTree(binTrees[0]); 
            foreach ( BinaryTreeNode  cur_tree in  binTrees) 
            { 
                this .processBinaryNode(cur_tree); 
            } 
 
            FindOptimumTimePath(); 
        } 
         
 
        public  void  processBinaryNode( BinaryTreeNode  binNode) 
        { 
            HyperNode  cur_node = findNode( this , binNode); 
 
            HyperNode  h_left = findNode( this , binNode.getLeft()); 
            HyperNode  h_right = findNode( this , binNode.getRight()); 
 
            if  (h_left == null  && binNode.getLeft() != null ) 
            { 
                h_left = new HyperNode (binNode.getLeft()); 
            } 
            if  (h_right == null  && binNode.getRight() != null ) 
            { 
                h_right = new HyperNode (binNode.getRight()); 
            } 
 
            // If not a leaf 
            if  (h_left != null  && h_right != null ) 
            { 
                // Find if node Pair already exists 
                bool  b_create = true ; 
                foreach  ( NodePair  nPair in  cur_node.nodes) 
                { 
                    if  ((h_left == nPair.getLeft() && h_right == nPair.ge tRight()) || 
                        (h_right == nPair.getLeft()  && h_left == nPair.getRight()) ) 
                    { 
                        b_create = false ; 
                        break ; 
                    } 
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                } 
                if  (b_create) 
                { 
                    NodePair  cur_pair = new NodePair (h_left, h_right,  
        binNode.getWeight()); 
                    cur_node.nodes.Add(cur_pair); 
                } 
                // Go recursivly to left and right 
                processBinaryNode(binNode.getLeft() ); 
                processBinaryNode(binNode.getRight( )); 
            } 
        } 
 
        bool  isLeaf() 
        { 
            if  ( this .nodes.Count == 0) 
            { 
                return  true ; 
            } 
            if  ( this .nodes[0].getLeft() == null  && this .nodes[0].getRight() == null ) 
            { 
                return  true ; 
            } 
            return  false ; 
        } 
 
        public  String  outHyperTree_toList( HyperNode  cur_node, int  level, ListBox  lb) 
        { 
            String  outTab = new String ( ' ' , level * 10); 
            String  outStr = "" ; 
            foreach  ( NodePair  nodeP in  cur_node.nodes) 
            { 
                lb.Items.Add(outTab + nodeP.getLeft ().name + " "  + nodeP.getWeight()); 
                lb.Items.Add(outHyperTree_toList(no deP.getLeft(), level + 1, lb)); 
    
                lb.Items.Add(outTab + nodeP.getRigh t().name + " "  +  
        nodeP.getWeight()); 
                lb.Items.Add(outHyperTree_toList(no deP.getRight(), level + 1, lb)); 
             
            } 
            return  outStr; 
        } 
         
 
        public  HyperNode  findNode( HyperNode  cur_node, BinaryTreeNode  binNode) 
        { 
            // If node doesnt exist 
            if  (binNode == null ) 
            { 
                return  null ; 
            } 
            if  (cur_node.checkNodesIdentical(binNode)) 
            { 
                return  cur_node; 
            } 
 
           HyperNode  tmp_node; 
           foreach ( NodePair  nodeP in  cur_node.nodes) 
           { 
                if  (nodeP.getLeft() != null ) 
                { 
                    tmp_node = findNode(nodeP.getLe ft(), binNode); 
                    if  (tmp_node != null ) return  tmp_node; 
                } 
                if  (nodeP.getRight() != null ) 
                { 
                    tmp_node = findNode(nodeP.getRi ght(), binNode); 
                    if  (tmp_node != null ) return  tmp_node; 
                } 
           } 
           return  null ; 
        } 
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       //implementation of the optimal time and path findi ng 
 
        public  String  printMinPath( HyperNode  cur_node, int  level) 
        { 
            String  outTab = new String ( ' ' , level * 10); 
            String  outStr = "" ; 
            if (cur_node.minPair != null ) 
            { 
                NodePair  nodeP = cur_node.minPair; 
                outStr += outTab + nodeP.getLeft(). name + " "  +  

                          nodeP.getWeight() + Environment .NewLine; 
                outStr += printMinPath(nodeP.getLef t(), level + 1); 
 
                outStr += outTab + nodeP.getRight() .name + " "  +  
                                   nodeP.getWeight( ) + Environment .NewLine; 
                outStr += printMinPath(nodeP.getRig ht(), level + 1); 
 
            } 
            return  outStr; 
        } 
 
 
        void  FindOptimumTimePath() 
        { 
 
            MessageBox .Show(FindOptimumTimePathRecurrent( this ).ToString()); 
            MessageBox .Show(printMinPath( this , 0)); 
            Clipboard .SetText(printMinPath( this , 0)); 
        } 
 
        //Impementing the recurrent expression  
        int  FindOptimumTimePathRecurrent( HyperNode  currNode) 
        { 
            int  value = int .MaxValue; 
            int  curNodeP_val; 
            NodePair  minPair = null ; 
 
            if  (currNode.isLeaf()) 
            { 
                return  0; 
            } 
            if  (currNode.minPair != null ) 
            { 
                return  currNode.minWeight; 
            } 
 
            foreach ( NodePair  curNodeP in  currNode.nodes) 
            { 
                curNodeP_val = 0; 
                if  (curNodeP.getLeft() != null  && curNodeP.getRight() != null ) 
                {  
                    curNodeP_val += curNodeP.getWei ght()  
                        + FindOptimumTimePathRecurr ent(curNodeP.getLeft()) 
                        + FindOptimumTimePathRecurr ent(curNodeP.getRight()); 
                } 
                if  (curNodeP_val < value) 
                { 
                    minPair = curNodeP; 
                    value = curNodeP_val; 
                } 
            } 
             
            currNode.minWeight = value; 
            currNode.minPair = minPair; 
 
            return  value; 
        } 
    } 
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Class NodePair – NodePair.cs 
   
  class  NodePair 
    { 
        private  int  weight; 
        private  HyperNode  left; 
        private  HyperNode  right; 
 
        public  NodePair( HyperNode  l, HyperNode  r, int  w) 
        { 
            this .left = l; 
            this .right = r; 
            this .weight = w; 
        } 
 
        public  int  getWeight() { return  this .weight; } 
        public  void  setWeight( int  w) { this .weight = w; } 
 
        public  HyperNode  getLeft() { return  this .left; } 
        public  void  assignLeft( HyperNode  l) { this .left = new HyperNode (l); } 
 
        public  HyperNode  getRight() { return  this .right; } 
        public  void  assingRight( HyperNode  r) { this .right = new HyperNode (r); } 
 
    } 
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Class NaryTreeNode – NaryTreeNode.cs 
 
public  class  NaryTreeNode 
    { 
        string  name; 
        List <string > content; 
        List <NaryTreeNode > children; 
        NaryTreeNode  parent; 
        //the weight from parent to oneself 
        int  weight; 
 
        public  NaryTreeNode( string  n, NaryTreeNode  p, List <string > c) 
        { 
            this .name = n; 
            this .parent = p; 
            this .weight = 0; 
            this .content = c; 
            this .children = new List <NaryTreeNode >(); 
        } 
 
        public  NaryTreeNode( string  n, NaryTreeNode  p, int  w, List <string > c) 
        { 
            this .name = n; 
            this .parent = p; 
            this .weight = w; 
            this .content = c; 
            this .children = new List <NaryTreeNode >(); 
        } 
 
        public  string  getName() { return  name; } 
        public  void  setName( string  str) { this .name = str; } 
        public  NaryTreeNode  getParent() { return  parent; } 
        public  void  setParent( NaryTreeNode  p) { this .parent = p; } 
 
        public  List <string > getContent() { return  this .content; } 
        public  void  setContent( List <string > c) { this .content = c; } 
         
        public  List <NaryTreeNode > getChildren() { return  this .children;} 
        public  void  setChildren( List <NaryTreeNode > ch){ this .children = ch;} 
 
 
    } 
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Class NaryTree – NaryTree.cs 
 
public  class  NaryTree 
    { 
        List <string > leafs; 
        NaryTreeNode  Root; 
 
        public  NaryTree( NaryTreeNode  root, List <string > leafs) 
        { 
            this .Root = root; 
            this .leafs = leafs; 
        } 
 
        public  NaryTreeNode  searchNamePreorder( string  name, NaryTreeNode  parent) 
        { 
            if  (parent.getName() == name) 
            { 
                return  parent; 
            } 
 
            foreach  ( NaryTreeNode  tr in  parent.getChildren()) 
            { 
                return  searchNamePreorder(name, tr); 
            } 
            //never reaches this point 
            return  null ; 
        } 
 
    } 
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Class BinaryTreeNode – BinaryTreeNode.cs 
 
    public  class  BinaryTreeNode 
    { 
        string  name; 
        List <string > content; 
        //TreeNode parent; 
        BinaryTreeNode  left; 
        BinaryTreeNode  right; 
 
        //the weight from parent to oneself 
        int  weight; 
        int  sum_weight; 
 
 
        public  BinaryTreeNode() 
        { 
            this .name = "" ; 
            //this.parent = p; 
            this .weight = 0; 
            this .sum_weight = 0; 
            this .content = new List <string >(); 
        } 
 
        public  BinaryTreeNode( string  n, List <string > c) 
        { 
            this .name = n; 
            //this.parent = p; 
            this .weight = 0; 
            this .sum_weight = 0; 
            this .content = c; 
            this .left = null ; 
            this .right = null ; 
        } 
 
         
        public  BinaryTreeNode( string  n, int  w, List <string > c) 
        { 
            this .name = n; 
            //this.parent = p; 
            this .weight = w; 
            this .sum_weight = 0; 
            this .content = new List <string >(c); 
            this .left = null ; 
            this .right = null ; 
        } 
 
        //copy constructor 
        public  BinaryTreeNode( BinaryTreeNode  BTN) 
        { 
            this .name = BTN.name; 
            //this.parent = p; 
            this .weight = BTN.weight; 
            this .sum_weight = BTN.sum_weight; 
            this .content = BTN.content; 
            this .left = BTN.left; 
            this .right = BTN.right; 
        } 
 
        public  int  getWeight() { return  this .weight; } 
        public  void  setWeight( int  w) { this .weight = w; } 
 
        public  string  getName() { return  name; } 
        public  void  setName( string  str) { this .name = str; } 
        //public BinaryTreeNode getParent() { return parent ; } 
        //public void setParent(BinaryTreeNode p) { this.pa rent = p; } 
 
        public  List <string > getContent() { return  this .content; } 
        public  void  setContent( List <string > c) { this .content = c; } 
 
        public  BinaryTreeNode  getLeft() { return  this .left; } 
        public  void  assignLeft( BinaryTreeNode  l) { this .left = new BinaryTreeNode (l); 
} 
 
        public  BinaryTreeNode  getRight() { return  this .right; } 
        public  void  assingRight( BinaryTreeNode  r) {  

this .right = new BinaryTreeNode (r); } 
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        public  BinaryTreeNode  searchNamePreorder( string  name, BinaryTreeNode  parent) 
        { 
            if  (parent.getName() == name) 
            { 
                return  parent; 
            } 
 
            BinaryTreeNode  tmp_node; 
            if  (parent.getLeft() != null ) 
            { 
                tmp_node = searchNamePreorder(name,  parent.getLeft()); 
                if  (tmp_node != null ) return  tmp_node; 
            } 
            if  (parent.getRight() != null ) 
            { 
                tmp_node = searchNamePreorder(name,  parent.getRight()); 
                if  (tmp_node != null ) return  tmp_node; 
            } 
            return  null ; 
        } 
 
        public  String  outBinaryTree( BinaryTreeNode  cur_node, int  level) 
        { 
            String  outTab = new String ( ' ' , level * 10); 
            String  outStr = "" ; 
            BinaryTreeNode  temp; 
 
            if  (cur_node.getLeft() != null ) 
            { 
                temp = cur_node.getLeft(); 
                string  forstr = "" ; 
 
                foreach ( string  str in  temp.content) 
                { forstr += str + " " ;} 
                outStr += outTab + temp.name + " "  + temp.weight + " SW:"  +  
                           temp.sum_weight + " " + forstr + Environment .NewLine; 
                outStr += outBinaryTree(temp, level  + 1); 
            } 
            if  (cur_node.getRight() != null ) 
            { 
                temp = cur_node.getRight(); 
                string  forstr = "" ; 
 
                foreach ( string  str in  temp.content) 
                { forstr += str + " " ;} 
                outStr += outTab + temp.name + " "  + temp.weight + " SW:"  +  
                            temp.sum_weight + " "  + forstr + Environment .NewLine; 
                outStr += outBinaryTree(temp, level  + 1); 
            } 
            return  outStr; 
        } 
 
 
        public  void  setSumWeights() 
        { 
            //For root 
            this .sum_weight = this .weight; 
            setSumWeightsRecursive( this ); 
        } 
 
        private  void  setSumWeightsRecursive( BinaryTreeNode  curNode) 
        { 
            if  (curNode.left != null ) 
            {  
                curNode.left.sum_weight = curNode.s um_weight + curNode.left.weight; 
                setSumWeightsRecursive(curNode.left ); 
            } 
            if  (curNode.right != null ) 
            {  
                curNode.right.sum_weight = curNode. sum_weight + curNode.right.weight; 
                setSumWeightsRecursive(curNode.righ t); 
            } 
        } 
 
    } 
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Main visualization classes 
 
Class Line – Line.cs 
 
    public  class  Line 
    { 
        Point  start; 
        Point  end; 
        const  double  minVal = 0.1; 
        const  int  calcOffset = 4; 
 
        public  Line() 
        { 
            this .start = new Point (0, 0); 
            this .end = new Point (0, 0); 
        } 
 
        public  Line( Point  st, Point  e) 
        { 
            this .start = st; 
            this .end = e; 
        } 
 
        int  compute_a() 
        { 
            return  ( int )((end.Y - start.Y) / (end.X - start.X + minVal)); 
        } 
 
        int  compute_b() 
        { 
            return  ( int )((end.X * start.Y - start.X * end.Y) /  

(end.X - start.X + minVal)); 
        } 
 
        public  Point  TwoLinesIntersect( Line  l2) 
        { 
            double  a = ( this .end.Y - this .start.Y) /  

( this .end.X - this .start.X + minVal); 
            double  b = ( this .end.X * this .start.Y - this .start.X * this .end.Y) /  
   ( this .end.X - this .start.X + minVal); 
            double  c = (l2.end.Y - l2.start.Y) / (l2.end.X - l2.start .X + minVal); 
            double  d = (l2.end.X * l2.start.Y - l2.start.X * l2.end.Y ) / 

 (l2.end.X - l2.start.X + minVal); 
            Point  p; 
            //P1.y = a * P1.x + b 
            if  (( Math .Abs(a - c) < 0.2) ||  

(( this .start.X == this .end.X) && (l2.start.X == l2.end.X))) 
            { 
                p = new Point (-1, -1); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                int  x = ( int )((d - b) / (a - c + minVal)); 
                int  y = ( int )((a * d - b * c) / (a - c + minVal)); 
                p = new Point (x, y); 
            } 
            return  p; 
        } 
 
        void  reverseLineIfNecessary( ref  Line  l) 
        { 
            if  (l.start.X > l.end.X) 
            { 
                Point  temp = l.end; 
                l.end = l.start; 
                l.start = temp; 
            } 
            else  if  (l.start.X == l.end.X) 
            { 
                if  (l.start.Y > l.end.Y) 
                { 
                    Point  temp = l.end; 
                    l.end = l.start; 
                    l.start = temp; 
                } 
            } 
        } 
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        void  reversePointsIfNecessary( ref  Point  p1, ref  Point  p2) 
        { 
            if  (p1.X > p2.X) 
            { 
                Point  temp = p2; 
                p2 = p1; 
                p1 = temp; 
            } 
            else  if  (p1.X == p2.X) 
            { 
                if  (p1.Y > p2.Y) 
                { 
                    Point  temp = p2; 
                    p2 = p1; 
                    p1 = temp; 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        bool  isolateSelectionFromRest( Line  l_dr, Line  l_temp, ref  Line  toCut, 

 ref  int  n_count) 
        { 
            if  (isIntersectionLine(l_temp, l_dr)) 
            { 
                //sort the line incrementaly 
                reverseLineIfNecessary( ref  l_temp); 
                reverseLineIfNecessary( ref  l_dr); 
                Point  s1 = new Point ( Math .Max(l_temp.start.X, l_dr.start.X), 
                                      Math .Max(l_temp.start.Y, l_dr.start.Y)); 
                Point  s2 = new Point ( Math .Min(l_temp.end.X, l_dr.end.X), 
                                      Math .Min(l_temp.end.Y, l_dr.end.Y)); 
                 
                if  ( Math .Abs(s1.X - s2.X) < calcOffset && 
                    Math .Abs(s1.Y - s2.Y) < calcOffset) 
                { 
                    return  false ; 
                } 
 
                //includes the whole line 
                if  ( Math .Abs(l_dr.start.X - s1.X) < calcOffset && 
                    Math .Abs(l_dr.start.Y - s1.Y) < calcOffset && 
                    Math .Abs(l_dr.end.X - s2.X) < calcOffset && 
                    Math .Abs(l_dr.end.Y - s2.Y) < calcOffset) 
                { 
                    toCut.start = toCut.end; 
                    n_count++; 
                    return  true ; 
                } 
 
                else  if  ( Math .Abs(l_dr.start.X - s1.X) < calcOffset && 
                        Math .Abs(l_dr.start.Y - s1.Y) < calcOffset) 
                { 
                    toCut.start = s2; 
                    n_count++; 
                    return  true ; 
                } 
                else  if  ( Math .Abs(l_dr.end.X - s2.X) < calcOffset && 
                   Math .Abs(l_dr.end.Y - s2.Y) < calcOffset) 
                { 
                    toCut.end = s1; 
                    n_count++; 
                    return  true ; 
                } 
            } 
            return  false ; 
        } 
 
        bool  isFirstPointGreater( Point  p1, Point  p2) 
        { 
            if  (p1.X > p2.X) 
            { 
                return  true ; 
            } 
            else  if  (p1.X < p2.X) 
            { 
                return  false ; 
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            } 
            else 
            { 
                return  (p1.Y > p2.Y); 
            } 
        } 
         
        public  void  resortNeigbhborsMinXY( ref  Drawing [] neighbors) 
        { 
            Drawing  temp; 
 
            for  ( int  i = neighbors.Length; i > 0; i--) 
            { 
                for  ( int  j = 1; j < i; j++) 
                {  
                    //Point comparision next 
                    if  (neighbors[j - 1] != null  && neighbors[j] != null ) {  
                        Point  p1 = neighbors[j-1].getMinPossibleCoordinte(); 
                        Point  p2 = neighbors[j].getMinPossibleCoordinte(); 
                        if ( isFirstPointGreater(p1, p2)) 
                        { 
                              temp = neighbors[j-1] ; 
                              neighbors[j-1] = neig hbors[j]; 
                              neighbors[j] = temp; 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
 
        public  bool  isDeadlockPresent( Drawing  dr, Drawing [] neighbors) 
        { 
            //the arrays initialized for 
            Point [] tempPoints; 
            Line [] tempLines; 
            int  n_count = 0; 
 
            Point [] drPoints = dr.getContPoints(); 
            Line [] drSides = new Line [drPoints.Length]; 
            for  ( int  i = 0; i < drPoints.Length; i++) 
            { 
                drSides[i] = new Line (drPoints[i], drPoints[(i + 1) % 

 drPoints.Length]); 
            } 
 
 
            //Do the extraction 
            int  tm = 0; 
            int  si = 0; 
            Line  l_temp; 
            Line  l_dr; 
 
            //sort the neighbors ascending by their (x,y) coord inate 
            resortNeigbhborsMinXY( ref  neighbors); 
 
 
            while  (si < drSides.Length) 
            { 
                l_dr = drSides[si]; 
 
                for  ( int  i = 0; i < neighbors.Length; i++) 
                { 
                    tm = 0; 
                    Drawing  tempDr = neighbors[i]; 
                    tempPoints = tempDr.getContPoin ts(); 
                    tempLines = new Line [tempPoints.Length]; 
                    for  ( int  j = 0; j < tempPoints.Length; j++) 
                    { 
                        tempLines[j] = new Line (tempPoints[j],  

tempPoints[(j + 1) % tempPoints.Length]); 
                    } 
 
                    while  (tm < tempLines.Length) 
                    { 
                        l_temp = tempLines[tm]; 
                        //Assign start to end if the line coindsides 
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                        if  (isolateSelectionFromRest(l_dr, l_temp, ref  drSides[si], 
 ref  n_count)) 

                        { 
                            //neighbors.Remove(tempDr); 
                            break ; 
                        } 
                        tm++; 
                    } 
                } 
                si++; 
            } 
 
            foreach  ( Line  l in  drSides) 
            { 
                if  (l.start != l.end) 
                { 
                    return  false ; 
                } 
            } 
            return  true ; 
        } 
 
 
        //short 0- no overlap, 1- line overlap, 2- point ov erlap, 
        public  short  LinesArraysIntersect( Line [] arr1, Line [] arr2) 
        { 
            Point  pt; 
            for  ( int  i = 0; i < arr1.Length; i++) 
            { 
                for  ( int  j = 0; j < arr2.Length; j++) 
                { 
                    pt = arr1[i].TwoLinesIntersect( arr2[j]); 
                    //                    pt = arr2[j].TwoLinesIntersec t(arr1[i]); 
                    if  (pt.X == 0 || pt.Y == 0) 
                    { 
                        if  (isIntersectionLine(arr1[i], arr2[j])) 
                        { 
                            return  1; 
                        } 
                    } 
                    if  (arr1[i].isPointOnLine(pt) && arr2[j].isPointOnLin e(pt)) 
                    { 
                        return  2; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            return  0; 
        } 
 
 
        //short 0- no overlap, 1- line overlap, 2- point ov erlap, 
        public  short  pointsArraysIntersect( Point [] arr1, Point [] arr2) 
        { 
            Point  pt; 
            Line  l1; 
            Line  l2; 
            Point  par = new Point (-1, -1); 
            short  valIntersect = 0; 
 
            for  ( int  i = 0; i < arr1.Length; i++) 
            { 
                l1 = new Line (arr1[i], arr1[(i + 1) % arr1.Length]); 
 
                for  ( int  j = 0; j < arr2.Length; j++) 
                { 
                    l2 = new Line (arr2[j], arr2[(j + 1) % arr2.Length]); 
 
                    pt = l1.TwoLinesIntersect(l2); 
 
                    //case parralel 
                    if  (pt.X == 0 || pt.Y == 0 || (pt.X == -1 && pt.Y == -1)) 
                    { 
                        if  (isIntersectionLine(l1, l2)) 
                        { 
                            valIntersect = 1; 
                            return  valIntersect; 
                        } 
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                    } 
                    if  (l1.isPointOnLine(pt) && l2.isPointOnLine(pt)) 
                    { 
                        valIntersect = 2; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            return  valIntersect; 
        } 
 
        public  bool  isIntersectionLine( Line  l1, Line  l2) 
        { 
            return  (l1.isPointOnLine(l2.start) || l1.isPointOnLine(l2 .end) || 
                    l2.isPointOnLine(l1.start) || l 2.isPointOnLine(l1.end)); 
        } 
 
 
        public  bool  isPointOnLine( Point  p) 
        { 
            if  ((p.X >= Math .Min( this .start.X, this .end.X) - calcOffset) && 
                (p.X <= Math .Max( this .start.X, this .end.X) + calcOffset) && 
                (p.Y >= Math .Min( this .start.Y, this .end.Y) - calcOffset) && 
                (p.Y <= Math .Max( this .start.Y, this .end.Y) + calcOffset)) 
            { 
                return  true ; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                return  false ; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
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Class Drawing – Drawing.cs 
 
    public  class  Drawing 
    { 
        private  int  id; 
        SolidBrush  fillBrush; 
        Pen linePen; 
        Point [] contPoints; 
        Point  center; 
        Dictionary <int , double > neighbors; 
        string  name; 
 
        //Default 
        const  int  offset = 10; 
 
        //for file load 
        public  Drawing( int  count) 
        { 
            this .id = 0; 
            this .fillBrush = new SolidBrush ( Color .White); 
            this .linePen = new Pen( Color .Black, 4); 
            contPoints = new Point [count]; 
            center = new Point (0, 0); 
            neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
            name = "" ; 
        } 
 
        public  Drawing( int  identificator, int  count) 
        { 
            this .id = identificator; 
            this .fillBrush = new SolidBrush ( Color .White); 
            this .linePen = new Pen( Color .Black, 4); 
            contPoints = new Point [count]; 
            center = new Point (0, 0); 
            neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
            name = "" ; 
        } 
 
        public  Drawing( Point  start, Point  end, int  count) 
        { 
            this .id = 0; 
            this .fillBrush = new SolidBrush ( Color .White); 
            this .linePen = new Pen( Color .Black, 4); 
            contPoints = new Point [count]; 
            center = new Point (0, 0); 
            neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
            name = "" ; 
        } 
         
         //copy 
        public  Drawing( Drawing  draw) 
        { 
            this .id = draw.id; 
            this .fillBrush = draw.fillBrush; 
            this .linePen = draw.linePen; 
            this .contPoints = ( Point [])draw.contPoints.Clone(); 
            this .center = draw.center; 
            this .neighbors = draw.neighbors; 
            name = "" ; 
        } 
 
        public  Drawing( Color  fill, int  ident, int  count) 
        { 
            this .id = ident; 
            this .fillBrush = new SolidBrush (fill); 
            this .linePen = new Pen( Color .Black, 4); 
            contPoints = new Point [count]; 
            center = new Point (0, 0); 
            neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
            name = "" ; 
        } 
 
        public  Drawing( Color  fill, Color  line, int  count) 
        { 
            this .id = 0; 
            this .fillBrush = new SolidBrush (fill); 
            this .linePen = new Pen(line, 4); 
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            contPoints = new Point [count]; 
            center = new Point (0, 0); 
            neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
            name = "" ; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setId( int  _id) 
        { 
            this .id = _id; 
        } 
 
        public  int  getId() 
        { 
            return  this .id; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setFillColor( Color  col) 
        { 
            this .fillBrush = new SolidBrush (col); 
        } 
 
        public  Color  getFillColor() 
        { 
            return  this .fillBrush.Color; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setlinePen( Color  col) 
        { 
            this .linePen = new Pen(col, 4); 
        } 
 
        public  Pen getlinePen() 
        { 
            return  this .linePen; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setContPoints( Point [] pts) 
        { 
            this .contPoints = pts; 
        } 
 
        public  Point [] getContPoints() 
        { 
            return  this .contPoints; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setCenter( Point  pt) 
        { 
            this .center = pt;     
        } 
 
        public  Point  getCenter() 
        { 
            return  this .center; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setName( string  st) 
        { 
            this .name = st; 
        } 
 
        public  string  getName() 
        { 
            return  this .name; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setNeighbors( List <int > bors) 
        { 
            foreach  ( int  i in  bors) 
            { 
                this .neighbors.Add(i, 0); 
            } 
 
        } 
 
        public  Dictionary <int , double > getNeighbors() 
        { 
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            return  this .neighbors; 
        } 
 
         public  short  checkDrawingOverlap( List <Drawing > drList) 
        { 
            int  thisArrLen = this .contPoints.Length; 
            Line  l = new Line (); 
            short  intersectVal = 0; 
            this .neighbors.Clear(); 
            foreach  ( Drawing  dr in  drList) 
            { 
                intersectVal = l.pointsArraysInters ect(dr.contPoints,  
     this .contPoints); 
                dr.neighbors.Remove( this .id); 
                //if intersected by point not line return immidiate ly 
                if (intersectVal == 2) 
                { 
                    return  intersectVal; 
                } 
                else  if (intersectVal == 1) 
                { 
                    this .neighbors.Add(dr.id, 0); 
                    dr.neighbors.Add( this .id, 0); 
                } 
            } 
            return  0; 
        } 
 
        public  Drawing  getOutherDrawing() 
        { 
            Drawing  dr = new Drawing ( this ); 
            for  ( int  i = 0; i < dr.contPoints.Length; i++) 
            { 
                if  (dr.contPoints[i].X < dr.center.X) 
                { 
                    dr.contPoints[i].X -= offset; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    dr.contPoints[i].X += offset; 
                } 
                if  (dr.contPoints[i].Y < dr.center.Y) 
                { 
                    dr.contPoints[i].Y -= offset; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    dr.contPoints[i].Y += offset; 
                } 
            } 
            dr.updateCenter(); 
            return  dr; 
        } 
 
        public  void  DrawObjectName( Graphics  gr) 
        { 
            Font  nFont = new Font ( "Arial" , 14, GraphicsUnit .Pixel); 
            Brush  nBrush = new SolidBrush ( Color .Black); 
            double  cnt = name.Length; 
            int  strWidth = ( int )gr.MeasureString(name, nFont).Width; 
            int  strHight = ( int )gr.MeasureString(name, nFont).Height; 
            gr.DrawString(name, nFont, nBrush, 
                        new Point (center.X - strWidth / 2, center.Y - strHight / 2)) ; 
        } 
 
        public  Point  getMinPossibleCoordinte() 
        { 
            int  min_x = int .MaxValue; 
            int  min_y = int .MaxValue; 
            //case error occured 
            if  ( this .contPoints.Length < 3 || this .contPoints.Length > 4) 
            { 
                return  new Point (-1, -1); 
            } 
 
            for ( int  i = 0; i < this .contPoints.Length; i++) 
            { 
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                if ( this .contPoints[i].X < min_x) 
                { 
                    min_x = this .contPoints[i].X; 
                } 
                if ( this .contPoints[i].Y < min_y) 
                { 
                    min_y = this .contPoints[i].Y; 
                } 
            } 
            return  new Point (min_x, min_y); 
        } 
 
 
        public  void  DrawShowMessage( Graphics  gr, string  msg) 
        { 
            Font  nFont = new Font ( "Arial" , 14, GraphicsUnit .Pixel); 
            Brush  nBrush = new SolidBrush ( Color .Red); 
            double  cnt = name.Length; 
            int  strWidth = ( int )gr.MeasureString(msg, nFont).Width; 
            int  strHight = ( int )gr.MeasureString(msg, nFont).Height; 
            gr.DrawString(name, nFont, nBrush, 
                        new Point (center.X - strWidth / 2, center.Y - strHight / 2)) ; 
        } 
 
        public  virtual  void  updateCenter() { } 
        public  virtual  void  Draw( Graphics  gr)  
        { 
            gr.DrawPolygon( this .linePen, this .contPoints); 
            gr.FillPolygon( this .fillBrush, this .contPoints); 
        } 
 
        public  virtual  bool  isPointInside( Point  pnt) { 
            Point  min = new Point (10000, 10000); 
            Point  max = new Point (0, 0); 
            foreach  ( Point  pt in  this .contPoints) 
            { 
                if  (pt.X < min.X) 
                    min.X = pt.X; 
                if  (pt.Y < min.Y) 
                    min.Y = pt.Y; 
                if  (pt.X > max.X) 
                    max.X = pt.X; 
                if  (pt.Y > min.Y) 
                    max.Y = pt.Y; 
            } 
            return  ((pnt.X > min.X) && (pnt.X < max.X) &&  

(pnt.Y > min.Y) && (pnt.Y < max.Y)); 
        } 
        public  virtual  void  rotate() { } 
        public  virtual  void  move() { } 
        public  virtual  void  resizeUpdate() { } 
        public  virtual  int  ofType()  
        { 
            return  0; //1 rectangle, 2 triangle, 3 rhumbus 
        } 
 
 
        private  XmlAttribute  CreateAttribute( XmlDocument  doc, string  aname,  

string  avalue) 
        { 
            XmlAttribute  t_attrib = doc.CreateAttribute(aname); 
            t_attrib.Value = avalue; 
            return  t_attrib; 
        } 
 
        public  virtual  void  WriteXML( XmlDocument  doc, XmlElement  elem) 
        {  
             
            elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttribute( doc, "id" , this .id.ToString())); 
            elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttribute( doc, "name" , this .name)); 
 
            // adding fill color 
            XmlElement  cur_elem = doc.CreateElement( "fill_color" ); 
             
            cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttrib ute(doc, "r" ,    

this .fillBrush.Color.R.ToString())); 
            cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttrib ute(doc, "g" ,  
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this .fillBrush.Color.G.ToString())); 
            cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttrib ute(doc, "b" ,  

this .fillBrush.Color.B.ToString())); 
            cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttrib ute(doc, "a" ,  

this .fillBrush.Color.A.ToString())); 
 
            elem.AppendChild(cur_elem); 
 
            // adding line pen 
            cur_elem = doc.CreateElement( "line_pen" ); 
 
            cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttrib ute(doc, "r" ,  

this .linePen.Color.R.ToString())); 
            cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttrib ute(doc, "g" ,  

this .linePen.Color.G.ToString())); 
            cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttrib ute(doc, "b" ,  

this .linePen.Color.B.ToString())); 
cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttribute(doc, "width" ,  

this .linePen.Width.ToString())); 
 
            elem.AppendChild(cur_elem); 
 
            // adding center  
            cur_elem = doc.CreateElement( "center" ); 
 
            cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttrib ute(doc, "x" ,  

this .center.X.ToString())); 
            cur_elem.Attributes.Append(CreateAttrib ute(doc, "y" ,  

this .center.Y.ToString())); 
            
            elem.AppendChild(cur_elem); 
 
            // adding points 
            cur_elem = doc.CreateElement( "point_list" ); 
             
            foreach ( Point  p in  this .contPoints) 
            { 
                XmlElement  point_element = doc.CreateElement( "point" ); 
                point_element.Attributes.Append(Cre ateAttribute(doc, "x" ,  

p.X.ToString())); 
                point_element.Attributes.Append(Cre ateAttribute(doc, "y" ,  

p.Y.ToString())); 
                cur_elem.AppendChild(point_element) ; 
            } 
         
            elem.AppendChild(cur_elem); 
 
            // adding neighbors 
            cur_elem = doc.CreateElement( "neighbors" ); 
 
            foreach ( int  i in  this .neighbors.Keys) //(int i in this.neighbors) 
            { 
                XmlElement  neighbors_element = doc.CreateElement( "ref" ); 
                neighbors_element.InnerText = i.ToS tring(); 
                cur_elem.AppendChild(neighbors_elem ent); 
            } 
 
            elem.AppendChild(cur_elem); 
       } 
 
 
        public  void  LoadXML( XmlElement  el) 
        { 
            //load id 
            this .id = Int32 .Parse(el.Attributes[ "id" ].Value); 
             
            //load name 
            this .name = el.Attributes[ "name" ].Value.ToString(); 
             
            //load fill brush 
            this .fillBrush.Color = Color .FromArgb( Int32 .Parse( 

el.GetElementsByTagName( "fill_color" )[0].Attributes[ "a" ].Value), 
Int32 .Parse( 

el.GetElementsByTagName( "fill_color" )[0].Attributes[ "r" ].Value),   
Int32 .Parse( 

el.GetElementsByTagName( "fill_color" )[0].Attributes[ "g" ].Value), 
               Int32 .Parse( 
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el.GetElementsByTagName( "fill_color" )[0].Attributes[ "b" ].Value)); 
 
 
            //load line pen 

this .linePen.Color = Color .FromArgb(  
Int32 .Parse( 

el.GetElementsByTagName( "line_pen" )[0].Attributes[ "r" ].Value),                                       
Int32 .Parse( 

el.GetElementsByTagName( "line_pen" )[0].Attributes[ "g" ].Value),                                                 
Int32 .Parse( 

el.GetElementsByTagName( "line_pen" )[0].Attributes[ "b" ].Value)); 
             

this .linePen.Width =  
Int32 .Parse(el.GetElementsByTagName( "line_pen" )[0]. 

Attributes[ "width" ].Value); 
 
                       
            //load neighbors 
            foreach  ( XmlElement  pt_el in el.GetElementsByTagName( 

"neighbors" )[0].ChildNodes) 
            { 
                this .neighbors.Add( Int32 .Parse(pt_el.InnerText), 0); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
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Class Rectangle – Rectangle.cs 
 
    public  class  Rectangle  : Drawing 
    { 
        Point [] pts; 
        private  Point  rcCenter; 
 
 
        public  Rectangle( XmlElement  el) : base (4) 
        { 
             
            rcCenter = new Point ( Int32 .Parse( 

el.GetElementsByTagName( "center" )[0].Attributes[ "x" ].Value), 
                 Int32 .Parse( 

el.GetElementsByTagName( "center" )[0].Attributes[ "y" ].Value)); 
 
            //load points 
            pts = new Point [4]; 
            int  i = 0; 
            foreach  ( XmlElement  pt_el in el.GetElementsByTagName( "point_list" )[0]. 

ChildNodes) 
            { 
                pts[i] = new Point ( Int32 .Parse(pt_el.Attributes[ "x" ].Value),  

Int32 .Parse(pt_el.Attributes[ "y" ].Value)); 
                i++; 
            } 
            base .setContPoints(pts); 
            base .setCenter( this .rcCenter); 
        } 
 
        public  Rectangle( Point [] cPoints, int  id) : base (id, 4) 
        { 
            this .pts = ( Point [])cPoints.Clone(); 
            this .rcCenter = new Point ((pts[0].X + pts[2].X) / 2,  

(pts[0].Y + pts[2].Y) / 2); 
            base .setContPoints(pts); 
            base .setCenter( this .rcCenter); 
        } 
 
 
        public  Rectangle( Point  tl, Point  br, int  id) : base (id, 4) 
        { 
            pts = new Point [4]; 
 
            pts[0] = new Point ( Math .Min(tl.X, br.X), Math .Min(tl.Y, br.Y)); 
            pts[2] = new Point ( Math .Max(tl.X, br.X), Math .Max(tl.Y, br.Y)); 
            pts[1] = new Point (pts[2].X, pts[0].Y); 
            pts[3] = new Point (pts[0].X, pts[2].Y); 
 
            this .rcCenter = new Point ((pts[0].X + pts[2].X) / 2,  

(pts[0].Y + pts[2].Y) / 2); 
            base .setContPoints(pts); 
            base .setCenter( this .rcCenter); 
        } 
 
        public  Rectangle( Point  tl, Point  br, Color  fill, int  id) 
            : base (fill, id, 4) 
        { 
            pts = new Point [4]; 
            pts[0] = new Point ( Math .Min(tl.X, br.X), Math .Min(tl.Y, br.Y)); 
            pts[2] = new Point ( Math .Max(tl.X, br.X), Math .Max(tl.Y, br.Y)); 
            pts[1] = new Point (pts[2].X, pts[0].Y); 
            pts[3] = new Point (pts[0].X, pts[2].Y); 
            this .rcCenter = new Point ((pts[0].X + pts[2].X) / 2,  

(pts[0].Y + pts[2].Y) / 2); 
 
            base .setContPoints(pts); 
            base .setCenter( this .rcCenter); 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  resizeUpdate() 
        { 
 
            pts[1] = new Point (pts[2].X, pts[0].Y); 
            pts[3] = new Point (pts[0].X, pts[2].Y); 
            updateCenter(); 
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            base .setContPoints(pts); 
            base .setCenter(rcCenter); 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  updateCenter() 
        { 
            this .rcCenter = new Point ((pts[0].X + pts[2].X) / 2, 

 (pts[0].Y + pts[2].Y) / 2); 
        } 
 
 
        public  override  void  Draw( Graphics  gr) 
        { 
            gr.DrawRectangle(getlinePen(), pts[0].X , pts[0].Y, pts[2].X –  

pts[0].X, pts[2].Y - pts[0].Y); 
            gr.FillRectangle( new SolidBrush (getFillColor()), pts[0].X, pts[0].Y, 

 pts[2].X - pts[0].X, pts[2].Y - pts[0].Y); 
            base .DrawObjectName(gr); 
        } 
 
        public  override  bool  isPointInside( Point  pnt) 
        { 
            return  (pnt.X > Math .Min(pts[0].X, pts[2].X) &&  

pnt.X < Math .Max(pts[0].X, pts[2].X) && 
                    pnt.Y > Math .Min(pts[1].Y, pts[3].Y) &&  

pnt.Y < Math .Max(pts[1].Y, pts[3].Y)); 
         } 
 
        public  override  void  rotate() 
        { 
            int  min_coord = Math .Min((pts[2].X - pts[0].X), (pts[2].Y - pts[0].Y));  
            int  max_coord = Math .Max((pts[2].X - pts[0].X), (pts[2].Y - pts[0].Y));  
            if  (pts[2].X - pts[0].X > pts[2].Y - pts[0].Y) 
            { 
                pts[0] = new Point (pts[0].X + (max_coord - min_coord) / 2,  

pts[0].Y - (max_coord - min_coord) / 2); 
                pts[2] = new Point (pts[2].X - (max_coord - min_coord) / 2,  

pts[2].Y + (max_coord - min_coord) / 2); 
                pts[1] = new Point (pts[2].X, pts[0].Y); 
                pts[3] = new Point (pts[0].X, pts[2].Y); 
 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                pts[0] = new Point (pts[0].X - (max_coord - min_coord) / 2, 

 pts[0].Y + (max_coord - min_coord) / 2); 
                pts[2] = new Point (pts[2].X + (max_coord - min_coord) / 2,  

pts[2].Y - (max_coord - min_coord) / 2); 
                pts[1] = new Point (pts[2].X, pts[0].Y); 
                pts[3] = new Point (pts[0].X, pts[2].Y); 
            } 
            this .rcCenter = new Point ((pts[0].X + pts[2].X) / 2, 

 (pts[0].Y + pts[2].Y) / 2); 
 
            //update base 
            base .setContPoints(pts); 
            base .setCenter( this .rcCenter); 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  move() 
        { 
            this .pts = base .getContPoints(); 
            this .rcCenter = base .getCenter(); 
        } 
 
        public  override  int  ofType() 
        {  return  1; } 
 
        public  override  void  WriteXML( XmlDocument  doc, XmlElement  elem) 
        { 
            elem = doc.CreateElement( "rectangle" ); 
            base .WriteXML(doc, elem); 
            doc.DocumentElement.AppendChild(elem); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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Class Rhombus – Rhombus.cs 
 
   public  class  Rhombus : Drawing 
    { 
        Point [] rmLocs; 
        Point  rmCenter; 
 
 
        public  Rhombus( XmlElement  el) : base (4) 
        { 
 
            rmCenter = new Point ( Int32 .Parse(el. 

GetElementsByTagName( "center" )[0].Attributes[ "x" ].Value),                   
Int32 .Parse(el.GetElementsByTagName( "center" )[0].Attributes[ "y" ].Value)
); 

 
            //load points 
            rmLocs = new Point [4]; 
            int  i = 0; 
            foreach  ( XmlElement  pt_el in el. 

GetElementsByTagName( "point_list" )[0].ChildNodes) 
            { 
                rmLocs[i] = new Point ( Int32 .Parse(pt_el.Attributes[ "x" ].Value), 

 Int32 .Parse(pt_el.Attributes[ "y" ].Value)); 
                i++; 
            } 
            base .setContPoints(rmLocs); 
            base .setCenter(rmCenter); 
        } 
 
        public  Rhombus( Point [] cPoints, int  id) : base (id, 4) 
        { 
            this .rmLocs = ( Point [])cPoints.Clone(); 
            this .rmCenter = new Point ((rmLocs[0].X + rmLocs[2].X) / 2,  

(rmLocs[1].Y + rmLocs[3].Y) / 2); 
            base .setContPoints(rmLocs); 
            base .setCenter(rmCenter); 
        } 
 
 
        public  Rhombus( Point  s, Point  e, int  id) : base (id, 4) 
        { 
            rmLocs = new Point [4]; 
            int  min_X = Math .Min(s.X, e.X); 
            int  min_Y = Math .Min(s.Y, e.Y); 
            int  max_X = Math .Max(s.X, e.X); 
            int  max_Y = Math .Max(s.Y, e.Y); 
 
            this .rmLocs[0] = new Point (min_X, (min_Y + max_Y) / 2); 
            this .rmLocs[1] = new Point ((min_X + max_X) / 2, max_Y); 
            this .rmLocs[2] = new Point (max_X, (min_Y + max_Y) / 2); 
            this .rmLocs[3] = new Point ((min_X + max_X) / 2, min_Y); 
            this .rmCenter = new Point ((rmLocs[0].X + rmLocs[2].X) / 2,  

(rmLocs[1].Y + rmLocs[3].Y) / 2); 
 
            base .setContPoints(rmLocs); 
            base .setCenter( this .rmCenter); 
        } 
 
        public  Rhombus( Point  s, Point  e, Color  fill, int  id) 
            : base (fill, id, 4) 
        { 
            rmLocs = new Point [4]; 
            int  min_X = Math .Min(s.X, e.X); 
            int  min_Y = Math .Min(s.Y, e.Y); 
            int  max_X = Math .Max(s.X, e.X); 
            int  max_Y = Math .Max(s.Y, e.Y); 
 
            this .rmLocs[0] = new Point (min_X, (min_Y + max_Y) / 2); 
            this .rmLocs[1] = new Point ((min_X + max_X) / 2, max_Y); 
            this .rmLocs[2] = new Point (max_X, (min_Y + max_Y) / 2); 
            this .rmLocs[3] = new Point ((min_X + max_X) / 2, min_Y); 
            this .rmCenter = new Point ((min_X + max_X) / 2, (min_Y + max_Y) / 2); 
             
            base .setContPoints(rmLocs); 
            base .setCenter( this .rmCenter); 
        } 
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        void  updateAllPoints( int  min_X, int  min_Y, int  max_X, int  max_Y) 
        { 
            for  ( int  i = 0; i < 4; i++) 
            { 
                if  (rmLocs[i].X <= min_X) { min_X = rmLocs[i].X; } 
                if  (rmLocs[i].X >= max_X) { max_X = rmLocs[i].X; } 
                if  (rmLocs[i].Y <= min_Y) { min_Y = rmLocs[i].Y; } 
                if  (rmLocs[i].Y >= max_Y) { max_Y = rmLocs[i].Y; } 
            } 
 
            this .rmLocs[0] = new Point (min_X, (min_Y + max_Y) / 2); 
            this .rmLocs[1] = new Point ((min_X + max_X) / 2, max_Y); 
            this .rmLocs[2] = new Point (max_X, (min_Y + max_Y) / 2); 
            this .rmLocs[3] = new Point ((min_X + max_X) / 2, min_Y); 
            this .rmCenter = new Point ((min_X + max_X) / 2, (min_Y + max_Y) / 2); 
        } 
 
 
        int  rhombusArea( Point  p1, Point  p2, Point  p3, Point  p4) 
        { 
            double  d1 = Math .Sqrt((p1.X - p3.X) * (p1.X - p3.X) +  

(p1.Y - p3.Y) * (p1.Y - p3.Y)); 
            double  d2 = Math .Sqrt((p2.X - p4.X) * (p2.X - p4.X) + 

 (p2.Y - p4.Y) * (p2.Y - p4.Y)); 
 
            return  ( int )(d1 * d2) / 2; 
 
        } 
 
        public  int  triangleArea( Point  p1, Point  p2, Point  p3) 
        { 
            int  area = Math .Abs(p1.X * (p3.Y - p2.Y) + p2.X * (p1.Y - p3.Y) + 

 p3.X * (p2.Y - p1.Y)) / 2; 
            return  area; 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  resizeUpdate() 
        { 
            int  min_X = int .MaxValue; 
            int  min_Y = int .MaxValue; 
            int  max_X = 0; 
            int  max_Y = 0; 
            updateAllPoints(min_X, min_Y, max_X, ma x_Y); 
            base .setContPoints(rmLocs); 
            base .setCenter( this .rmCenter); 
        } 
 
        //the point is in triangle area [p0, p1, p3] or in triangle area [p2, p1, p3] 
        public  override  bool  isPointInside( Point  pnt) 
        { 
            if  ((triangleArea(rmLocs[0], rmLocs[1], rmLocs[3]) ==  

triangleArea(pnt, rmLocs[1], rmLocs[3]) + 
triangleArea(rmLocs[0], pnt, rmLocs[3]) + 
triangleArea(rmLocs[0], rmLocs[1], pnt)) || 

                (triangleArea(rmLocs[2], rmLocs[1],  rmLocs[3]) ==  
triangleArea(pnt, rmLocs[1], rmLocs[3]) + 

                      triangleArea(rmLocs[2], pnt, rmLocs[3]) +  
triangleArea(rmLocs[2], rmLocs[1], pnt))) 

            { 
                return  true ; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                return  false ; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  updateCenter() 
        { 
            this .rmCenter = new Point (rmLocs[1].X, rmLocs[2].Y); 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  Draw( Graphics  gr) 
        { 
            gr.DrawPolygon(getlinePen(), rmLocs); 
            gr.FillPolygon( new SolidBrush (getFillColor()), rmLocs); 
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            base .DrawObjectName(gr); 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  rotate() 
        { 
            Point  p1; 
            Point  p2; 
            Point  p3; 
            Point  p4; 
 
            if  ( Math .Abs(rmLocs[0].X - rmLocs[2].X) > Math .Abs( 

rmLocs[1].Y - rmLocs[3].Y)) 
            { 
                p1 = new Point ((rmCenter.X - Math .Abs( 

rmLocs[1].Y - rmLocs[3].Y) / 2), rmCenter.Y); 
                p2 = new Point (rmCenter.X, rmCenter.Y - Math .Abs( 

rmLocs[0].X - rmLocs[2].X) / 2); 
                p3 = new Point ((rmCenter.X + Math .Abs( 

rmLocs[1].Y - rmLocs[3].Y) / 2), rmCenter.Y); 
                p4 = new Point (rmCenter.X, rmCenter.Y + Math .Abs( 

rmLocs[0].X - rmLocs[2].X) / 2); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                p1 = new Point ((rmCenter.X + Math .Abs( 

rmLocs[1].Y - rmLocs[3].Y) / 2), rmCenter.Y); 
                p2 = new Point (rmCenter.X, rmCenter.Y + Math .Abs( 

rmLocs[0].X - rmLocs[2].X) / 2); 
                p3 = new Point ((rmCenter.X - Math .Abs( 

rmLocs[1].Y - rmLocs[3].Y) / 2), rmCenter.Y); 
                p4 = new Point (rmCenter.X, rmCenter.Y - Math .Abs( 

rmLocs[0].X - rmLocs[2].X) / 2); 
            } 
            rmLocs[0] = p1; 
            rmLocs[1] = p2; 
            rmLocs[2] = p3; 
            rmLocs[3] = p4; 
 
            //update base 
            base .setContPoints( this .rmLocs); 
            base .setCenter( this .rmCenter); 
        } 
 
        public  override  void   move() 
        { 
            this .rmLocs = base .getContPoints(); 
            this .rmCenter = base .getCenter(); 
        } 
 
        public  override  int  ofType() 
        { 
            return  3; 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  WriteXML( XmlDocument  doc, XmlElement  elem) 
        { 
            elem = doc.CreateElement( "rhombus" ); 
            base .WriteXML(doc, elem); 
            doc.DocumentElement.AppendChild(elem); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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Class Triangle – Triangle.cs 
 
    public  class  Triangle  : Drawing 
    { 
        public  Point [] trLocs; 
        public  Point  centroid; 
        double  trArea; 
 
        public  Triangle( XmlElement  el) : base (3) 
        { 
 
            centroid = new Point ( Int32 .Parse( 

el.GetElementsByTagName( "center" )[0].Attributes[ "x" ].Value),                      
Int32 .Parse( 
el.GetElementsByTagName( "center" )[0].Attributes[ "y" ].Value)); 

 
            //load points 
            trLocs = new Point [3]; 
            int  i = 0; 
            foreach  ( XmlElement  pt_el in  el.GetElementsByTagName( 

"point_list" )[0].ChildNodes) 
            { 
                trLocs[i] = new Point ( Int32 .Parse(pt_el.Attributes[ "x" ].Value), 

Int32 .Parse(pt_el.Attributes[ "y" ].Value)); 
                i++; 
            } 
            trArea = triangleArea(trLocs[0], trLocs [1], trLocs[2]); 
            updateCenter(); //set Centroid 
            base .setContPoints(trLocs); 
            base .setCenter( this .centroid); 
        } 
 
 
        public  Triangle( Point [] cPoints, int  id) : base (id, 3) 
        { 
            this .trLocs = ( Point [])cPoints.Clone(); 
            updateCenter(); //set Centroid 
            base .setContPoints(trLocs); 
            base .setCenter( this .centroid); 
        } 
 
        public  Triangle( Point  start, Point  end, int  id) : base (id, 3) 
        { 
            trLocs = new Point [3]; 
            this .trLocs[0] = new Point (start.X, start.Y); 
            this .trLocs[1] = new Point (start.X, end.Y); 
            this .trLocs[2] = new Point (end.X, start.Y); 
            trArea = triangleArea(trLocs[0], trLocs [1], trLocs[2]); 
            updateCenter(); //set Centroid 
            base .setContPoints(trLocs); 
            base .setCenter( this .centroid); 
        } 
 
 
        public  Triangle( Point  start, Point  end, Color  fill, int  id) 
            : base (fill, id, 3) 
        { 
            trLocs = new Point [3]; 
            this .trLocs[0] = new Point (start.X, start.Y); 
            this .trLocs[1] = new Point (start.X, end.Y); 
            this .trLocs[2] = new Point (end.X, start.Y); 
            trArea = triangleArea(trLocs[0], trLocs [1], trLocs[2]); 
            updateCenter(); //set Centroid 
            base .setContPoints(trLocs); 
            base .setCenter( this .centroid); 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  resizeUpdate() 
        { 
            base .setContPoints( this .trLocs); 
            updateCenter(); 
            base .setCenter( this .centroid); 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  updateCenter() 
        { 
            double  ox = trLocs[0].X + trLocs[1].X + trLocs[2].X; 
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            double  oy = trLocs[0].Y + trLocs[1].Y + trLocs[2].Y; 
 
            this .centroid = new Point (( int )ox / 3, ( int )oy / 3); 
        } 
 
        public  override  void  Draw( Graphics  gr) 
        { 
            gr.DrawPolygon(getlinePen(), trLocs); 
            gr.FillPolygon( new SolidBrush (getFillColor()), trLocs); 
            base .DrawObjectName(gr); 
        } 
 
        public  int  triangleArea( Point  p1, Point  p2, Point  p3) 
        { 
            int  area = Math .Abs(p1.X * (p3.Y - p2.Y) + p2.X * (p1.Y - p3.Y) + 

 p3.X * (p2.Y - p1.Y)) / 2; 
            return  area; 
        } 
 
        public  override  bool  isPointInside( Point  pnt) 
        { 
            if  (triangleArea(trLocs[0], trLocs[1], trLocs[2]) ==  

triangleArea(pnt, trLocs[1], trLocs[2]) + 
triangleArea(trLocs[0], pnt, trLocs[2]) + 
triangleArea(trLocs[0], trLocs[1], pnt)) 

            { 
                return  true ; 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                return  false ; 
            } 
        } 
 
        void  rotate( ref  Point  point, Point  origin, double  angle) 
        { 
         int  X = origin.X + ( int ) ((point.X - origin.X) * Math .Cos(angle) - 
          (point.Y - origin.Y) * Math .Sin(angle)); 
         int  Y = origin.Y + ( int ) ((point.X - origin.X) * Math .Sin(angle) + 
          (point.Y - origin.Y) * Math .Cos(angle)); 
         point = new Point (X, Y); 
        } 
 
        void  rotatePolygon( Point [] points, int  number, Point  origin, double  angle) 
        { 
         for  ( int  i = 0; i < number; i++) 
          rotate( ref  points[i], origin, angle); 
        } 
 
         
        public  override  void  rotate() 
        { 
            rotatePolygon(trLocs, 3, centroid, Math .PI/2); 
  
            //update base 
            base .setContPoints( this .trLocs); 
            base .setCenter( this .centroid); 
 
        } 
         
        public  override  void  move() 
        { 
            this .trLocs = base .getContPoints(); 
            this .centroid = base .getCenter(); 
        } 
 
        public  override  int  ofType() 
        { return  2; } 
 
        public  override  void  WriteXML( XmlDocument  doc, XmlElement  elem) 
        { 
            elem = doc.CreateElement( "triangle" ); 
            base .WriteXML(doc, elem); 
            doc.DocumentElement.AppendChild(elem); 
        } 
} 
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Class DrawConnection – DrawConnection.cs 
 
    public  class  DrawConnection 
    { 
        string  name; 
        DrawVertex  Source; 
        DrawVertex  Dest; 
        bool  isDirect; 
        double  Weight; 
        Pen shPen; 
        Pen arrowPen; 
        public  const  string  regSepartor = "$$$" ; 
        public  const  string  dirSepartor = "-->" ; 
 
 
        public  DrawConnection() 
        { 
            this .Source = null ; 
            this .Dest = null ; 
            this .isDirect = false ; 
            this .Weight = 0; 
            this .name = "" ; 
            this .shPen = new Pen( Color .SeaGreen); 
            this .arrowPen = new Pen( Color .Chocolate); 
        } 
 
 
        public  void  FormDrawConnectionName() 
        { 
            if  (! this .isDirect) 
            { 
                this .name = this .Source.getName() + regSepartor + this .Dest.getName(); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                this .name = this .Source.getName() + regSepartor +  

this .Dest.getName() + dirSepartor; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public  string  getName() 
        { 
            return  this .name; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setIsDirect( bool  isD) 
        { 
            this .isDirect = isD; 
        } 
 
        public  bool  getIsDirect() 
        { 
            return  this .isDirect; 
        } 
 
        public  string  getSourceName() 
        { 
            return  this .Source.getName(); 
        } 
 
        public  DrawVertex  getSource() 
        { 
            return  this .Source; 
        } 
 
        public  int  getSourceId() 
        { 
            return  this .Source.getId(); 
        } 
 
 
        public  string  getDestName() 
        { 
            return  this .Dest.getName(); 
        } 
 
        public  int  getDestId() 
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        { 
            return  this .Dest.getId(); 
        } 
 
        public  DrawVertex  getDest() 
        { 
            return  this .Dest; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setWeight( double  d) 
        { 
            this .Weight = d; 
        } 
 
        public  double  getWeight() 
        { 
            return  this .Weight; 
        } 
 
        public  DrawConnection( DrawVertex  s, DrawVertex  d, bool  isD) 
        { 
            this .Source = s; 
            this .Dest = d; 
            this .isDirect = isD; 
            this .Weight = 0; 
            this .name = "" ; 
            this .shPen = new Pen( Color .SeaGreen); 
 
            this .arrowPen = new Pen( Color .Black, 4); 
            this .arrowPen.SetLineCap( LineCap .Flat, LineCap .ArrowAnchor, DashCap.Flat); 
            FormDrawConnectionName(); 
 
        } 
 
        public  DrawConnection( DrawVertex  s, DrawVertex  d, bool  isD, string  nm) 
        { 
            this .Source = s; 
            this .Dest = d; 
            this .isDirect = isD; 
            this .Weight = 0; 
            this .name = nm; 
            this .shPen = new Pen( Color .SeaGreen); 
        } 
 
        public  void  drawDrawConnection( Graphics  gr) 
        { 
            Point  d = Dest.getCenter(); 
            Point  s = Source.getCenter(); 
            int  hypotenuse = ( int ) Math .Sqrt((d.X - s.X) * (d.X - s.X) + 

 (s.Y - d.Y) * (s.Y - d.Y)); 
 
            //case self-pointing DrawConnection 
            if  (d.X == s.X && d.Y == s.Y) 
            { 
                return ; 
            } 
 
            int  alpha_x = Dest.getRadius() * (d.X - s.X) / hypoten use; 
            int  alpha_y = Dest.getRadius() * (s.Y - d.Y) / hypoten use; 
 
            if  (! this .isDirect) 
            { 
                gr.DrawLine(shPen, new Point (s.X + alpha_x, s.Y - alpha_y), 
                                   new Point (d.X - alpha_x, d.Y + alpha_y)); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                gr.DrawLine(arrowPen, new Point (s.X + alpha_x, s.Y - alpha_y), 
                                      new Point (d.X - alpha_x, d.Y + alpha_y)); 
 
 
            } 
        } 
 
    } 
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Class DrawVertex – DrawVertex.cs 
 
    public  class  DrawVertex 
    { 
        private  string  Name; 
        private  int  Id; 
        int  Radius; 
        Point  Center; 
        Font  nFont; 
        Brush  nBrush; 
        Pen shPen; 
 
        bool  isActive; 
 
        public  DrawVertex( Point  cent) 
        { 
            Radius = 20; 
            Name = "" ; 
            Id = 0; 
            Center = cent; 
            shPen = new Pen( Color .Black); 
 
            nFont = new Font ( "Arial" , 14, GraphicsUnit .Pixel); 
            nBrush = new SolidBrush ( Color .Blue); 
            isActive = false ; 
        } 
 
        public  DrawVertex( Point  cent, string  nm, int  id) 
        { 
            Radius = 20; 
            Name = nm; 
            Id = id; 
            Center = cent; 
            shPen = new Pen( Color .Black); 
 
            nFont = new Font ( "Arial" , 14, GraphicsUnit .Pixel); 
            nBrush = new SolidBrush ( Color .Blue); 
            isActive = false ; 
        } 
 
        public  DrawVertex( DrawVertex  cir) 
        { 
            this .Radius = cir.Radius; 
            this .Name = cir.Name; 
            this .Id = cir.Id; 
            this .Center = cir.Center; 
            this .shPen = cir.shPen; 
            this .nFont = cir.nFont; 
            this .nBrush = cir.nBrush; 
            isActive = false ; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setId( int  id) 
        { 
            this .Id = id; 
        } 
 
        public  int  getId() 
        { 
            return  this .Id; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setCenter( Point  pnt) 
        { 
            Center = pnt; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setCenter( int  x, int  y) 
        { 
            Center = new Point (x, y); 
 
        } 
 
        public  Point  getCenter() 
        { 
            return  Center; 
        } 
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        public  void  setName( string  nm) 
        { 
            Name = nm; 
        } 
 
        public  string  getName() 
        { 
            return  Name; 
        } 
 
        public  int  getRadius() 
        { 
            return  Radius; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setActive( bool  a) 
        { 
            isActive = a; 
        } 
 
        public  bool  getActive() 
        { 
            return  isActive; 
        } 
 
        public  void  drawActive( Graphics  gr) 
        { 
            Pen activePen = new Pen( Color .Red); 
 
            gr.DrawEllipse(activePen, Center.X - Ra dius, Center.Y - Radius,  

2 * Radius, 2 * Radius); 
            gr.FillEllipse( new SolidBrush ( Color .White), Center.X - Radius,  

Center.Y - Radius, 2 * Radius, 2 * Radius); 
 
            double  cnt = Name.Length; 
            int  strWidth = ( int )gr.MeasureString(Name, nFont).Width; 
            int  strHight = ( int )gr.MeasureString(Name, nFont).Height; 
            gr.DrawString(Name, nFont, nBrush, 
                 new Point (Center.X - strWidth / 2, Center.Y - strHight / 2)) ; 
        } 
 
 
        public  void  drawDrawVertex( Graphics  gr) 
        { 
            gr.DrawEllipse(shPen, Center.X - Radius , Center.Y - Radius,  

2 * Radius, 2 * Radius); 
            gr.FillEllipse( new SolidBrush ( Color .LightCoral), Center.X - Radius, 

 Center.Y - Radius, 2 * Radius, 2 * Radius); 
        } 
 
        public  void  drawDrawVertexWithName( Graphics  gr) 
        { 
            gr.DrawEllipse(shPen, Center.X - Radius , Center.Y - Radius,  

2 * Radius, 2 * Radius); 
            if  (isActive == true ) 
            { 
                gr.FillEllipse( new SolidBrush ( Color .Red), Center.X - Radius,  

Center.Y - Radius, 2 * Radius, 2 * Radius); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                gr.FillEllipse( new SolidBrush ( Color .LightCoral), Center.X - Radius, 

 Center.Y - Radius, 2 * Radius, 2 * Radius); 
            } 
 
 
            double  cnt = Name.Length; 
            int  strWidth = ( int )gr.MeasureString(Name, nFont).Width; 
            int  strHight = ( int )gr.MeasureString(Name, nFont).Height; 
            gr.DrawString(Name, nFont, nBrush, 
                        new Point (Center.X - strWidth / 2, Center.Y - strHight / 2)) ; 
        } 
 
    } 
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Class GraphVertex – GraphVertex.cs 
 
    public  class  GraphVertex 
    { 
        int  id; 
        string  name; 
        Dictionary <int , double > neighbors; 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id, string  name, Dictionary <int , double > neighbors) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = name; 
            this .neighbors = neighbors; 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id, Dictionary <int , double > neighbors) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = "" ; 
            this .neighbors = neighbors; 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id, List <int > neighbor_ids) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = "" ; 
            this .neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
            foreach  ( int  cur in  neighbor_ids) 
            { 
                this .neighbors.Add(cur, 0.0); 
            } 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id, string  name, List <int > neighbor_ids) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = name; 
            this .neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
            foreach  ( int  cur in  neighbor_ids) 
            { 
                this .neighbors.Add(cur, 0.0); 
            } 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = "" ; 
            this .neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
        } 
 
        public  int  getId() 
        { 
            return  this .id; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setID( int  id) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
        } 
 
        public  string  getName() 
        { 
            return  this .name; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setName( string  name) 
        { 
            this .name = name; 
        } 
 
        public  Dictionary <int , double > getNeighbors() 
        { 
            return  this .neighbors; 
        } 
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 public  void  setNeighbors( Dictionary <int , double > neighbors) 
        { 
            this .neighbors = neighbors; 
        } 
    } 
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Class MyEnumerator – MyEnumerator.cs 
 
    // Declare the enumerator class: 
    public  class  MyEnumerator 
    { 
        int  nIndex; 
        Graph  collection; 
        public  MyEnumerator( Graph  coll) 
        { 
            collection = coll; 
            nIndex = -1; 
        } 
 
        public  bool  MoveNext() 
        { 
            nIndex++; 
            return  (nIndex < collection.getVertexes().Count); 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex  Current 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return  (collection.getVertexes()[nIndex]); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
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Class Graph – Graph.cs 
 
    public  class  Graph 
    { 
        List <GraphVertex > Vertexes; 
        public  Graph( ArrayList  drVertexes, ArrayList  drConnections) 
        {  
            //the global vertexes parameter 
            Vertexes = new List <GraphVertex >(); 
             
            //Temp variable vertex to be added to vertexes 
            GraphVertex  vertex; 
 
            //Temp list of drawConnections to be assigned to cu rrent vertex 
            List <int > drConn; 
             
            foreach  ( DrawVertex  dv in  drVertexes) 
            { 
                drConn = new List <int >(); 
                foreach ( DrawConnection  dc in  drConnections) 
                { 
                    if  (dc.getSourceId() == dv.getId()) 
                    {  
                    drConn.Add(dc.getDestId()); 
                    } 
                } 
 
                vertex = new GraphVertex (dv.getId(), dv.getName(), drConn); 
                Vertexes.Add(vertex); 
            } 
 
        } 
 
        public  MyEnumerator  GetEnumerator()  
        { 
            return  new MyEnumerator ( this ); 
        } 
 
 
        public  List <GraphVertex > getVertexes() 
        { 
            return  Vertexes; 
        } 
 
    } 
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Class GraphVertex – GraphVertex.cs 
 
    public  class  GraphVertex 
    { 
        int  id; 
        string  name; 
        Dictionary <int , double > neighbors; 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id, string  name, Dictionary <int , double > neighbors) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = name; 
            this .neighbors = neighbors; 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id, Dictionary <int , double > neighbors) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = "" ; 
            this .neighbors = neighbors; 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id, List <int > neighbor_ids) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = "" ; 
            this .neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
            foreach  ( int  cur in  neighbor_ids) 
            { 
                this .neighbors.Add(cur, 0.0); 
            } 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id, string  name, List <int > neighbor_ids) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = name; 
            this .neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
            foreach  ( int  cur in  neighbor_ids) 
            { 
                this .neighbors.Add(cur, 0.0); 
            } 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex( int  id) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
            this .name = "" ; 
            this .neighbors = new Dictionary <int , double >(); 
        } 
 
        public  int  getId() 
        { 
            return  this .id; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setID( int  id) 
        { 
            this .id = id; 
        } 
 
        public  string  getName() 
        { 
            return  this .name; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setName( string  name) 
        { 
            this .name = name; 
        } 
 
        public  Dictionary <int , double > getNeighbors() 
        { 
            return  this .neighbors; 
        } 
 
        public  void  setNeighbors( Dictionary <int , double > neighbors) 
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        { 
            this .neighbors = neighbors; 
        } 
    } 
 
    // Declare the enumerator class: 
    public  class  MyEnumerator 
    { 
        int  nIndex; 
        Graph  collection; 
        public  MyEnumerator( Graph  coll) 
        { 
            collection = coll; 
            nIndex = -1; 
        } 
 
        public  bool  MoveNext() 
        { 
            nIndex++; 
            return  (nIndex < collection.getVertexes().Count); 
        } 
 
        public  GraphVertex  Current 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return  (collection.getVertexes()[nIndex]); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
 
 
    public  class  Graph 
    { 
        List <GraphVertex > Vertexes; 
        public  Graph( ArrayList  drVertexes, ArrayList  drConnections) 
        {  
            //the global vertexes parameter 
            Vertexes = new List <GraphVertex >(); 
             
            //Temp variable vertex to be added to vertexes 
            GraphVertex  vertex; 
 
            //Temp list of drawConnections to be assigned to cu rrent vertex 
            List <int > drConn; 
             
            foreach  ( DrawVertex  dv in  drVertexes) 
            { 
                drConn = new List <int >(); 
                foreach ( DrawConnection  dc in  drConnections) 
                { 
                    if  (dc.getSourceId() == dv.getId()) 
                    {  
                    drConn.Add(dc.getDestId()); 
                    } 
                } 
 
                vertex = new GraphVertex (dv.getId(), dv.getName(), drConn); 
                Vertexes.Add(vertex); 
            } 
 
        } 
 
        public  MyEnumerator  GetEnumerator()  
        { 
            return  new MyEnumerator ( this ); 
        } 
 
 
        public  List <GraphVertex > getVertexes() 
        { 
            return  Vertexes; 
        } 
 
    } 
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